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Abstract
[n this work, we present theoretic.u evidence illustratins: tbat cya.no derivatives of con-
ducting polymers such as polytbiophene, polycydopentadiene a.nd poly£ulvene have
smaller intrinsic band gaps than their parent polymers. The geometric and electronic
properties of the parent and the derivative polymers are studied with the use of two
methodologies: (1) the pseudo one-dimensional band structure calcula.tions performed
at the level of the semiempirica.l molecu.luorbital theory (Modified Neglect of Diatomic
Overlap (MNDO) and Austin Modell (AMI)) and (2) o~merca.1cula.tioll5 performed
at the level of tbe (10 initiQ moJecula.r orbital theory. In particular, we bave found that
an orpnic polymer, poly-(dicya.n~methylene-cydopenLa.-difulvene)(PCNFv) has a
comparable (possibly IOWff) band gap to the one observed in poly·(dicyan~methylene­
cydopenta--dithiophene) (PCNTH) (which has a band gap of 0.8 eV). The precursor of
peNFy is poly-(dicyan~methylene-cyclopenta-dicyclopeotadiene) (PCNCY) in which
two cyclopenta.diene rings are connected by a dicyanomethylenegroup. Trends in struc-
tural properties indicate that the lower band gap in the cyano substituted poLymers
is accompanied by greater cbarge delocalization in tbe aromatic or trans-cisoid forms
and by greater chars:e lotalization in the quinoid or cis-transoid forms in comparison to
th~ir panat polymers. Otb~r important fact.o($ that contribute to band ~p IowerinS
are maximum planarity, weak intenctioll5 of th~ chain b&ckbooe with the bri~
sroups, enhanced ... character of the hi~est occupied and lowest unoccupied bands
and the additional stabilization of th~ conduction bands due to the charge traJlsf~r
phenomena. The comparison of the heau of formation for the compounds indicates
that polymer5 in planar-anti conformation are more stable than those in tllJisted.,yn
conformation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Conducting Polymers
III general. synthetic polymers are large macromolecules tha.t are made of repeating
units ca.lled monomers. In this work we study a special class of synthetic polymers
called conducting polymers (CP's). CP's are conjuga.ted. often organic. linear. un-
branched chains ofatollU covalently bonded. CP's Me incrcasinsly becomiO& important
beca.use of tlleir many industrial a.pplications such AS conductiO!: fabrics. conductint;
fibers. electronic membranes. field effect transistol'$ etc. (1, 2, 3, 'II. The many uses
in the dectronic and optical industries arise from their properties and characteristics
such as greater strength. compatibility and ease of synthesis in comparison to the con-
,"entioDal metals aDd semiconductors. Examples of extensively studied CP's are shown
in fig. 1.1.
Cp's can be metals or semiconductors. Possessing a finite band gap, E" means tbat a
polymer is a semiconductor. Most of the undoped CP'. are semiconductors that exhibit
intrinsic conductivity when valence electrons are thermally or photonically excited
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from the highest filled band into the lowest unfilled band. Thus, one of the desirable
properties of CP's is a small intrinsic band gap in order to achieve readily intrinsic
conductivity. [t is the main goal of this work to identify CP's with small band gaps.
Having a small band gap is aLso important for the doped CP's (which are not studied
in this Lhesis). This can be sholvo as follows. Roughly, in a simple metal, the e1ectri-
(a] conductivity, <7. decreases almost linearly with temperature T [5J. In non metals
conductivity increases with T. according to the activation law
lUI
By definition, 11" is proportional to the concentration nof charge carriers with the (mean)
mobility JIO. In Eq. 1.1 e is tne electronic charge and 10 the Boltzmann constant. fn a
simple semiconductor (such as some of the doped CP's), the charge number density,
n. (n<led,,,,,. or nloolu ) produces the activation of conductivity, <7, (<7<1urr",.. or 0"...0>/.,).
In Eq. 1.1. we note that 0" also depends exponentially on the ratio Eg/kT indicating
that smaller Eg will result in larger extrinsic conductivity for given temperature T and
charge carrier concentration.
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1.2 Literature Review
The field of CP'$ ha.s experienced phenomenal gowth over the put few years. lnterest
in the theory of conjugated molecules, particu1a.rly the polyene!! made of alternating $in-
gle and double boDds, for iDstance bexatriene (H-CH=CH-CH=CH-CH=CH-H) date!!
back to the early da.ys of quantum chemistry and in the 1960's (7, S, 91 reached a. h..igh
level of understanding. This was immediately followed by formulation of theoretical
framework for the study of conjugated polymers.
On the other hand, a key development in the evolution of the CP area is the discovery
of polyacetylene (PA), which WM synthesized by Natta et al.• in the late 1950's flO),
using Ziegler-Natta. ca.ta.lY3ts and observed at room temperature, to have a conductivity
of the order of 10~ S/em. Later in 1970's (11) Natta's synthesis was modified yielding
self standi~ fibrillar films with metallic luster. Another decisive discovery was that PA
could be' doped with electron-acceptors and e1ectron-donors. This process is universally
known as "dopin~. (Shirkawa 1121 bas made a polymer PA that was highly conducting
(::::: .50 to 500 5/cm) by exposing it to strong acceptors such as r,.J It was then shown
that doping can also be produced electrochemically, whereby, for instance, CIO; ions
are intercalated to compensate for the positive charges injected into the Sb.irkawa. PA
chains, with resultant conductivities of about lq3 5/cm f131.
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Table I.L: Relacionship between experimental and theoretical rouCes for investi~ating
conducting polymers.
Prepara.tion
Experimencal
Chemical, Electrochemical,
Synthetic Routes
Theoretical
Geometric Structure X.ray, Electron DiJfrartioo Quantum or ClassicaJ. Models
Frequency Distribution Raman, NMR Spectra For~ Calculation
Electronic Structure Absorption or E:missiOQ Band Strocture, Density of
(Ultra Violet,Visible) Spectra States
A significant breakthrough occ~ in 1979 with the discovery IL4] that polypara-
phenylene, (PPP). could be doped to conductivity levels quite comparable to those
obtained. in the PA system. This discovery was important in tnat it demonstrated tne
non uniqueness of the PA s}'stem and p...~ the way for the disco\--ety of a number of
polyaromatic based CP S}'Stems. These polyaromatic:s now include polypyrole(PPY),
polythiophene(PT), poIya.niline(PAni). Even more import.a.ot, it opened the way to ...
general preparation method of the electrochemical polymerizations of pyrrole by anodic
oxidation (15, 16] \vhich produced smooth, higll1y conducting doped (tOO Stem) films.
The same method was then used to prepare PT (with similar results [17]) for which
the electrochemical band gap (E.d was measured from the difference between onset of
oxidation and reduction potentiab usinll; cyclic voltommograms [18].
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Once the interest in CP was est&blished several st~es were tried to improve the
processibility while keeping (most of) the conductivity. All maLerials mentioned in
Fig. 1.1 are neither soluble nor fusible. They are generally poorly ordered and non
compact films. whose morpholog is determined by the chemical or electrochemical
growth conditions. An exception is PAni [19] wwch is soluble in few solvents and
strong acids [19]. Earlier few attempts were made to generate CP from a soluble
precursor polymer. But this was hardly a general method. Later in 1986. the first
!iOluble alkyl-substituted polythiophene was synthesized [20]. Its electronic properties
were similar to those of PT and wgh quality films were easily Cormed from solution.
This is. a fairly r;eneral method. The bullciness oC most sub$tituents had structural
consequences. which in turn affected their electronic properties.
Cp's are rarely -cl')'Stalline- polymers in that they always contain an amorphous frac-
lion ~ .50% of the total volume. Typicall)" the c();li~ne fraction may be ::: to% of
the volume. It is the latter that is selected in 'structw-al studies', but the amorphous
phase may orten dominate the ph~ica1 properties. The same material dependiO! on
s~mthesis method can be either crystalline or amorphous. For example, electrochemical
PT is amorphous [17], wherea.s the chemically prepared polymer is partly crystalline
[2IJ. Unfortunately. their amorphous nature has prevented X-ray determination of
their structure and only a few X-ray scatterinr; data [21, 22] are available at present.
Diffraction methods and work in the reciprocal space are prominent techniques used in
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determining atomic positions. However, in poorly ordered materia.Is such as CP's the
amount of structural information that can be obtained from a typical X-ray, neutron
or electron diffraction experiments is minimal. Real space methods, such as scanning
electron microscopy (SEM), scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) are major sources of
information about morphology of these systems at mesoscopic scales. mainly of swiace
regions. On the Angstrom scale, NMR has been used to measure CC bond lengths
accurately witbout a complete structure determination. On the scale of 10 to lOO A,
resonance raman spectroscoP)' (RRS) is generally used to infer conjugation lengths,
deduced from a measure of the extent of spatial order along the CP chains [23. 241.
Spectroscopic methods such as X-ray, uLtra violet, visible gives pertinent information
about energy gap. Tbe photo induced absorption, emission and luminescence spectra
are widely used for determining the mid-gap states. With. soft X-ray photons (XPS),
ror example. both electrons in the atomic core levels and valence electrons can be
studied. ,",Vith ultra violet (UPS) and visible photo electron spectra only the valence
electrons can be studied, but with certain resolution and cross sections that are better
than those obtained with XPS. The most important point is that there is a one-to-one
correspondence between tbe distribution or electron energy states in the sample and
the kinetic energy distribution of the photo electrons in photo electron spectra.
The visible absorption Spectra of all CP's shows a broad and intense band. Its tb.resbold
is anywhere between 12,500 A (or 1 eVl for polyisothionapthene (25) to 4000 JI. (or 3
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eV) for PPP [26]. and at 8000 to 9000 it ( or 1.35 eV to 1.5 eV) in trons-PA, depending
on the preparation conditions [2i]. The absorption band is usually well separated from
further absorption at higher energies. The corresponding transition is assigned to the
Jr electrons. [n polymers this refers to direct transition of '" electrons from 1[ band to Jr"
band which is measured from the threshold of the intense absorption. I.n oligomers this
transition corresponds to the energy of ma..'\(imum absorption [281. This measurement
is often referred as optical gap (Eop). from electro absorption spectra of films of PT
[29) and its hexamer. a-sexithiophene (aT,). [28] the optical gaps were calculated to be
2. ( cV and 2.78 eV respectively. The absorption threshold differed approximately by
0.7 eV which indicates that in PT conjugation extends over more than six monomers.
~aturally solid-state theory otherwise caUed electronic band structure theory could be
used for studying polymers. This theory is the application of the Hartree-Fock one
electron a.pproximation to solids based on the assumption that tile solids have trans-
lational symmetry underlying their atomic level structure. Although solids can ha.ve
symmetry elements other than translational invariance, it is the translational symme-
try that leads to the characteristic classification of the energy levels and eigenfunctions.
The wave functions describing the electronic states in the bands extend throughout the
solid, unlike the atomic orbitals, which are localized around particular atoms, and de-
cay exponentially away from those atoms. In this sense, we refer to solid wave functions
as deloco.li=ed orbitals. Tne concept of electronic charge delocalization is an important
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one. [t is responsible for most of the electronic triUlsport phenomena in solids, for
example, the conductivity iUld non·linear optical properties. The picture of electronic
levels broadening can be understood from the Fig. 1.2 given below.
For example, consider a free lithium atom: the electron moves in a potential well, as
shown in Fig. 1.2(a). The electronic energy levels are denoted by (s, 2s, 2p. The
lithium atom contains 3 electrons, two of which occupy the Is subshell (completely
full). and the third the 2s subshell. Now consider the situation io. which two IithiWD
atoms assemble to form the lithium molecule Li2 • The potential "seen" by the electron
is now the double well shown in Fig. 1.2(b). Each atomic level-that is the Is. 25,
2p. splits into two closely spaced levels called molecular levels. Each molecular level
can accommodate at most two electrons, of opposite spins. The Lh molecule has 6
electrons: four occupy the Ls molecular levels and the other two the lower level of the
2s molecular level.
The above considerations may be generalized to polyatomic Li of an arbitrary number
of atoms. The litnium solid may tnen be viewed as the limiting case in which tne
number of atoms has become very large. What happens to the shape of the energy
spectrum? Each of tne atomic levels is split into N closely spaced sublevels, where tv
i" the number of atoms in the solid. Since N is very large (order of 1023 ) the sublevels
are extremely dose to each other so they coalesce and form an energy band. Tbus
Ls. 2s. 2p levels give rise, respectively, to the is, 25, 2p biUlds, as in Fig. 1.2(c). The
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F'igure L2: For example energy levels of lithium: (a) atom, (b) molecule, (cl solid.
inlervening regiOWI separating the bands are energy gGp~, E" i.e. regions of forbidden
enerv which cannot be occupied by electrons. This broadening of discrete levels into
bands is one of the mose rundament.u properties of solid.
Ba.nd seructure of a solid determines most of its electronic properties. As shown in
Fig. 1.3 no conduction C&fl ta.ke place in an empty band becaU5e it contains no electrons.
Conduction is also impossible in a full band because the total population of electrons
in such a band ca.n ha~'e no net motion. A metal is a material with partially filled
band. where the electrons can be given a net velocity by shifting some of them to
infinitesimally higher energies within the ba.nd. An inswator has only completely
Iilled bands and completely empty ones, with a large E, ~ 2 eV between them. A
semiconductor has a band structure much like that of an inswator but has some mobile
charge carriers. The carriers can be introduced. by impurities, by defects, by excita.tion
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Figure L.:J: Difference between metaL semiconductor, insulator and :semimetaJ.
The shaded portion represents the filled levels and unshaded portion the unfilled
levels.
of electron from the highest filled band (the valence band) to the lowest empty one
(the conduction band). What distinguishes a semiconductor from an insulator is that
the E, is comparatively small in semiconductor. In a sernimetal the valence band is
filled and the conduction band is empty, but these hands overlap in energy. As a result
electrons redistribute themselves to create two partially filled bands.
The ele<:tronic structure of the parent (undoped, unsubstituted) polymers is now known
fairly well. Many different experimental and theoretical techniques have been applied
to the various conjugated polymers. with varying degrees of success in predicting, for
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example, electron affinity (EA), ionization potential (IP), band gap or energy gap (E,),
band width (BW). The band width at least in a qualitative sense gives some indication
of the extent of electron delocalization in the system and suggests how mobile the car-
riers will be once produced (e.g. hy the ionization process). The IP is important, since
it determines whether or not a particular electron-acceptor is capable of ionizing the
polymer chain. Iodine, for example, will ionize PA to produce a conducting complex,
but nas little effect on the conductivity of PPP [30j. This result is due to the fact that
iodine is a relatively weak electron-acceptor and PPP has a nigner IP than PA.
rf the CP is a purely one-dimensional polymer. say linear PA (whose bonds are all
equal), that contributes one electron per lattice site, and then it snould be a metal.
However. the linear PA transfonns into a semiconductor. The linear PA becomes semi-
conductor because of the lattice or Peierls distortions [31, 32, 331. Lattice distortions
in 10 systems arises because of the modulations of the electronic densities [341 and
\'ibration of the ions in the lattice. Due to this modulation electronic states may be
degenerate and they may interact witb a vibrational mode. That is, the electronic
states may be coupled lvith the phonon causing the lattice to distort from the original
configuration and thus splitting the degeneracy. The distortion opens a gap in the
incompletely filled band forming the valence and the conduction bands. This splitting
of the band is produced by the net lowering of the electronic energy. Thus the bond
alternate structures are created. The bond alternation may be in phase or out of phase
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depending OD. the orientation of the Douds in the respective me:50mers. Thus in. the
CP's after lattice distortion the resulting mesomen an be degenerate (e.g. PA) or
non-degenerate (PPY. PT, PPP, PAni).
TypicaUy theoretical calculations may be performed &t the Gh initio Ot semiempirical
level. In the case of conjugated molecules or polymers the large number of atOm3
per unit cell precludes the use of ab ini1io methods. The most successful technique
developed to date for general applicability is the Valence Effective Hamiltonian (VEH)
technique (:J5. lSI. (n fact. many VEH calculations have shown a dose agreement
between the theoretical density of states and experimea.tal X-ray photo electron spectra
I:J6). The semiempirical methods which is computationally efficient, is also used by
many workers [3i. 38. 391 to study the topo(G!Y of bands and density of states. The
results predicted with this method wet"e in dose ageetnea.t with the VEH method. Also
the IP and Ef values were in agreement with the experimental resuJts. Therefore. in
practice. to understand the qualitative aspects of the solids as pertaining to their band
structures and the charge transfer pheoomenoa., the semiempirica.l approach appean
to be valid and hence we have chosen it for our calculation. Further validation of
out results was carried out with ah initio molecular orbital calculations on the stable
mesomers for the oligomer systems.
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The work, in this thesis, focuses on identifying low band gap organic polymers witb.
thiophene and cyclopentadiene as the initial building blocks of their backbones. Specif-
ically. we investigate the geometric and electronic properties of the following systems,
polythiopb.ene (PT), polycyclopentadiene (PCV), polyfulvene (PFv). poly.(dicyano-
methylene-cyclopeuta-dithiophene) (PCNTH), poly-(dicyano-methylene-cyclopenta-
dicyclopentadiene) (PCNCY) and poly.(dicyano-methylene-cyclopenta-difulvene) (PC-
NF\,) (see Fig. 1.4 for the corresponding monomeric units). The compound which has
not been studied previously either theoretica1I~... or experimentally is PCNFv which
consists of two PFv rings wb.ich are bridged by a dicyano group as seen in Fig. 104.
The above polymers are of interest because b.istorically the Jl" conjugated polymers,
polythiophene and polypyrole. have been shown to be promising (i.e. having small
intrinsic band gaps) organic CP's (see the discussion in the previous section). Recently
(·101. it has been shown tha.t enhanced conductivity can be obtained in polymers contain-
ing both electron-donating and accepting groups which form charge transfer complexes.
Accordingly, compounds containing fulvene and/or cyano groups are of special interest.
In 19i5. Mizuno et aI., {41J first reported that bis(ethylenedithio)-tetrathiafulvalene
(BEDT-TTF) (of a fuh'ene origin) is a superconducting organic compound. In this
molecular system an electron-donor unit TTF is attached to an electron-acceptor unit
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BEDT fonning a chaq;e transfer complex. This 1I'Ork "'u foUowed by tbe synthesis of
small band gap polymers such u polysquaraines and polycroconaines [42] tbat wer-e
formed by attaching an e1ectron-donating tmd/or an electron-withdrawing groups to
the conju,!!;ated backbones. Before this, in 1973, Fernris et aI., (431 produced or,!!;anic
charge transfer material tetrathiafulvalene-tetracyanoquinolone (TTF-TCNQ) with tbe
conductivity of (02 Scm- l wh.ich is in the range of conductivity of graphite. Again in
199L F'erraris and group synthesized [441 a polymer PCDM (referred to as poly+
dicYll.nomethylene-4H-cyclopenta 12.1-b;3.4-b']dith.iophene in h.is work and PCNTH in
our work) whose band gap WlLs measured with the use of absorption spectroscopy and
found to be 0.8 eV. Recently. theoretical polymer calculations were performed for Pc.
:'-lTH [.l51 a.nd PCNCY [4611called PDICNCY in [461). La these cues. the ,!!;OOlDetricai
(fully optimized) structures "'"ere obtained usin,!!; semiempiriC&l AMI (Austin Model)
approach which was followed by electronic band structure calculations that employed
the pseudo-potential method. VEH 147.35). The band structure calculations predicted
a ba.nd gap of 0.56 eV for PCNTH and 0.16 eV fIX' PCNCY polymers. Thediscrepancy
between the experimentally and theoretically determined values for the band gaps can
be attributed in part to the fact tbat in the computations polymers are treated as
pseudo one-dimensional systems, neglecting their inherent three dimensional nature
and their intermolecular interactions that are present in tbe solid-state.
In this work, we focus on examining the geometries as well as the band structures
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of the polymers listed above. All calculations ue performed usioS the semiempiriaJ
solid·state dust~method (48. 49) as implemented in MOPAC93 (SOJ. In this method,
polymers are considered as infinite pseudo ooe-dimensiooal systems. We have u.sed
both AMI and MNDO(Modified. neglect of Diatomic Overlap) methods for geometry
optimizations and BZ (Brillouin Zone) functionality in MQPAC93 for band structure
calculations. Both the space group symmetry and periodic boundary condition are
t'mployed in the solid·state cluster calculation [491. The cluster method works best
for clusters that are large enough so that the influeDce of the eDd groups Oil the bulk
is negligible. For our systems. the optimum cluster size is an octamer [511 for the
s~'stems with smaller monomeric units such as PT, PCY and PFv and tetramer for
the polymers ";th larger repeat uniLs such peNTH. PCNCY and PCNFv. However
for consistenc~' only the results obtained for t.etramers (with unit cells containiDS four
monomers) are reported in this work.
For the systems considered in this work, the size of the unit cell which is a fundamental
part of the cluster must be detennined with care. Typically, in the molecular calcula-
tions one monomer (e.g. one ring in PT) is considered to be the fundamental unit of
the polymer. However. in the solid-state computations the symmetry arguments alone
dictate tnat a unit cell should contain at least two monomers if the long range transla-
lional symmetry and plo.Ro.rityof the whole systems is to be maintained. To as5eSS the
importance of this, calculations were carried out on systems with two monomers and
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one monomer per unit cell. The main finding of these computations is that with two
monomers per unit cell one obtains a planar structure [52. 53] (with the rings pointing
in the opposite directions [52. 53] i.e. anti conformation) whereas with one monomer
per unit cell one obtains a twisted structure {54-1 since the rings in this case point in
the same direction i.e. syn and sterk interactions prevent the formation of a planar
The extended. twisted structure would form a narrow helix in the infinite
chain.
In addition. in the case of having two monomers per unit cell, we investigated the
importance of applying symmetry constraints (other than the translational symmetry)
in the geometry optimizations and solid-state calculations. We have found that for the
parent polymers (551 PT. peVand PFv the full band structure calculations gave the
same r~ults for band gaps irrespective whether the additional symmetry constraint
were used or not. The reason for this is that the unconstrained geometry optimized
stable structures already exhibited most of the point group symmetries included in the
symmetry constraint computations. Thus, for large systems such a.s PCNTH, PCNCY
and peNFv we did not impose symmetry constraint in their geometry optimizations
and consequently in the full band structure calculations.
From our previous discussion on lattice distortion it is clear that the polymers studied
can exist in two mesomeric forms. In PT and PCNTH either aromatic(A) or quinoid(Q)
mesomeric forms [56, 5;1 have been observed. That is. they are aromatic when the
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monomeric units are connected by longer (referred to as "single") bonds and quinoid
wnen tbey are connected by shorter (referred to as "double") bonds (see Fig. 4.12).
The PCY, PFv, PCNCY and PCNFv CiUl also erist in two forms, the trans-cisoid(A)
and cis-tra.nsoid(Q) {461. Sods form has a "single" bond between the monomers a.nd
s-trans form has a "double" between the monomers [181.
The e:<tensive semiempirical calculations bave been followed by all-electron. molecular
orbital calculations using Gaussian94 at a level of 3-21C"jRHF basis set for a selected
set of polymers. That is, alJ initio calculations bave been performed on the most
stable mesomeric forms for short oligomers (dimers) (6] with chemical compositions
<:orresponding to aU polymers studied. 10 the oligomer calcwations hydrogen atoms
were used as end groups and compounds were kept planar by constraining dihedral
angles to values 00 or 1800 •
rn this the;is. chapter 2 outlines the Hartree-Fock self-consistent methodology a.nd
semiempirical methods. In chapter 3, we concentrated mainly on the solid-state the-
oretical aspects. The first section of this chapter reviews briefly solid-state theory,
application of Bloch's theorem and brief description of energy spectra. The cluster
model is outlined in section 2 of this chapter. The geometry of a conducting polymer
can have a marked effect on the band structure. It is for this reason that chapter 4
is used to analyze the structure of model compounds in their mesomeric forms both
in syn and anti orientations. In chapter 5, the band structures, the dispersion of ll"
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ba.ods and wave functions of the nlence and coo.duction bands are discussed. Also,
their structural features are cornlated with their electronic properties and the trends
io. the Ef • (P. EA and band structures for the two mesomeric forms of the polyme~
are discussed in chapter 5. 1.0. chapter 6 we summarize our condwiollS.
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Figure 1.4: Conjuga.ted polymer systems studied.
Chapter 2
Hartree-Fock (HF) Method in Semiempirical Models
Quantum chemical methods use the principles of quantum mechanics to determine
the various properties of atoms, molecules and solids. One group is concerned with
purely non-empirical methods (often called all initio methods) while the second group
is concerned with ~miempiricalmethods, i.e. calculational methods that utilize an ad-
ditional posteriori information. [n the present chapter, we hriefly discuss the main
features of the semiempirical methods. \,Ve summarize the evolution of semiem-
pirical methods as derived from the exact formulation of the linear combination of
atomic/molecular orbitals. LeAD/MO. method within the Hartree-fock (Hf) approx-
imation.
2.1 Hartree-Fock Approximation
The central equation in quantum mechanics is the Schroedinger equation Eq. 2.1
HllJ=EllJ,
2L
(2.1)
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ror systems larA:er than Ht it is difficult to solve this equation exactly and certain
approxima.tions must be introduced in the exact quantum mechanical theory. The
solutions. ~. of Eq. 2_1 are functions of the space and spin coordinates of all particles.
They are called wave functions of the states with eigen eaerpes E.
Tne motion of nuclei is ~Iatively slow compared to that of electrons. This leads to
Born-Oppenheimer approximation. In this approximation the Hamiltonian in Eq.2.1
is treated to be non-relativistic and time independent with nuclei assumed to be sta-
tionary (581. (n general. for many-body system containing N auclei and !n electrons
the electroaic H&miltonian (in atomic units) is given hy
\\'e define 1Irc/(r.m.; R) as a solution of the SchrOleding:er equation A:iven by
(2.3)
In Eq. 2.3 Eo/(R) is the potential energy which represents the electronic energy for a
fixed set of nuclear co-ordinates. Thus, the total energy E l is defined as the sum of
the electronic energy, Ec/(Rol. calculated for the A:iven nuclear geometry ~ and the
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nuclear interaction energy;
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(2.4)
Considering that electrons are indistinguishable particles, their fermionic character
requires that they satisfy Pauli exclusion principle. i.e. the total many-electron wave
function is antisymmetric (with respect to the electrons interchange of the electrons'
quantum numbers.) To satisfy the Pauli exclusion principle the wave function is written
ill the form of Slater determinant [591 in HF approximation as follows
w\(I)o{l) lb\(2)0(2) 1bt/2n)o(2n)
1,,('\(l)t1(lj 1J.ot(2l.8(2} tb\(2n).8(2nl
'i'(i".m.) = ~n! (2.5)
1./1,,(1)0(1) ¢,,(2)Q{2) 1b..(2n)o(2nl
w..(1).8(l) ¢',,(2).8(2) ¢,,(2nlt1(2n)
The elements of the above determinant are spin orbitals \fl; which are given by the
product of a function of electron space coordinates, 1P;(r;), and one of the two possible
±i spin functions
4ii(f';,m... )=rP,{ri)«(m... ) (2.6)
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where (m.;) =; 0 for m., =; +i a.nd (mal"" tJ for m... "" -t. In the HF approxima-
tion. it ca.n be shown {58] that the spin orbitals are eigenfunctions of single electron
Hamiltonia.ns.
iJ·lf(i)~(i)=E;41(i).
2.1.1 Basis Set Expansions
(2.7)
B<e>is set expansions are used to approximate ¢,. For example, eacD. moLecular orbital
C'; can be expanded a.s a Linear combination of atomic·like orbitals ~" I
(2.8)
where the atomic-like orbitals called basis functions X" constitute the basis set for the
calculation and the molecular orbital expansion coefficients c.,; can be determined from
the variational principle [59].
2.1.2 The Electronic Energy
The electronic energy is determined by the expectation value as obtained from the
equation. E = <:~~J~> ,where 1Ji' is given in Eq. 2.5 and if = it./ is given in Eq. 2.2.
lIn Rmiempirieal methods Slater t~ orbitals (STO) ....e u$ed ... b/lSu functions.
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After dividing the electronic Ha..miltonian into one electron and two electrons contribu~
tions and performing the integra.tions over space coordina.tes and the spin summations
according to rules explained elsewhere [58J, the total electronic energy is given by
(2.9)
where
(2.10)
are the one electron integrals that consist of first and third terms o£ Eq. 2.2 and "AN
is called the one electron operator. There are two types of two electron integrals: the
coulomb and the exchange integrals. The coulomb integral can be represented as
(2.11)
and exchange integral can be represented as
(2.12)
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Similarly the terms inside the brackets can be identified in the above integrals as the
co(oumb operator, jib and the exchange operator kif respectively.
2.1.3 The Variational Principle
The variational principle states that an arbitrary function ~', (whicn, in the basis set
expansion approximation depend on the particle co-ordinates and numerical parameters
c"il used in calculations to approximate tne exact eigenfunction I{I of the lowest energy
eigenstate of a given system satisfies the foUowing condition for tne eigenvalue E'
corresponding to \fit
(2.13)
where E is the exact energy (refer Eq. 2.9) eigenvalue of state Ii (true ground state).
It foHows from this inequality (Eq. 2.13) that the best approximation of E' to the
eigem'alue £ will be obtained when rPi (refer Eq. 2.8) will be adjusted to minimize the
expectation value of the energy E' i.e.,
~ =0 (for all i) (2.14)
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< ""IH'lf'>
< ""1"" > = E' ~ E.
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(2.15)
After substituting Eq. 2.9 into Eq. 2.15 E' is varied with respect to t/J;. Performing the
unitary transformation which. diasonalizes the matrix or Lap'tulgian multipliers leads
to eigenvalue equations called Hartree-Foek integra-differential equations or the fOfm
where i=I.2.3 .... Il or equiva.lently
HHF iJi = t.;'P;.
(2.16)
(2.17)
To provide the physical interp~tation of the Lagrangian multipliers. t:;, we multiply
Eq. 2.16 by 1/.'7 and integrate over electron <;oordinates, then
f:; =< ilhN (llli > +t < iI2ij{l) - Kj(l)[i >=< ilHHFli > (2.18)
j-I
where iIHF is called 'Hartree-Foek Hamiltonian' {601 or tbe effective one electron 'Foek
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operator' [581 defined as
2.1.4 The Hartl'ee-Fock Rootban (HFR) Equations
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(2.19j
Introduced by Roothan [611 in 1951 the substitution of Eq. 2.8 into Eq. 2.16. and addi-
tion of an arbitrary function <.p (orthogonal to all basis function) and multiplying both
sides by '(~ and integrating over the coordinates we transform the integro-differential
equations into algebraic ones
We define subsequent integrals that are part of the above equation as follows:
5.." 0:::< "Iv>
F.." 0::: [H~~ + 2)< ~vl..\u > -~ < ~ul..\v »]
,. -
-:H:"+C.."
(2.21)
(2.22)
(2.23)
(2.24)
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This allows us to write down the above set of equations in a more compact form as
follows
Lc....-CFp.. -tiS,... ) =O,i = 1,2, ...n. (2.25)
These are the algebraic HF equations (witn basis functions X.. ), tne so-called Ha.rtree--
Fock-Roothan (HFR) equations. P"", S,... and F,... can be treated as elementJl of square
matrices: P (the cbarge density matrix), S (tne overlap matrix) and F (the Fock matrix
containing one and two electron integrals) respectively, with dimensions equal to that
of the basis set \.,. HFR equation can be written in tile abbreviated form as
Fe =SCt (2.26)
C is a square matrix. tne il~ column of which are tile MO coefficients c....- obtained via
matrix diagonialization. The basis functions are ortbogonal and upon unitary trans·
formation of tb.e basis functions will produce molecular orbitals. That is we proceed
as follows:
(2.27)
F'V=Vt
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In the HF method the total electronic energy is giveD. by Eq. 2.9. Expanding the
integrals Hfj. Jij and K;j in terms of the basis functions we obtain the electronic
energy in the HFR method as:
(2.28)
2.1.5 Self-Consistent Procedure
The following steps are cornmon to all seU·consistent field molecular orbital calcuJa-
tions:
(1) Cakulate the integrals for F, S.
(2) Diagonatize S.
(:3) Form the Fock matrix F.
(-I) Form F' as in Eq. 2.27.
(5) Diagonalize F' for the MO eigenvalues t.
(6) Back transform V to obtain the MO coefficients.
(7) Form the density matrix P.
(8) Check P for convergence. If P for the Ill" cycle agrees with P for the previous
cycle within a given tolerance. stop. If not, extrapolate a new P matrix and repeat
from step (3) until a self-consistent field (SCF) (step 8) is satisfied.
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2.2 History of Semiempirical Methods (SEM)
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Prior to 1965 only qualitative 7r HMO methods existed. Originally Huckel Molecular
Orbital (HMO) method was limited to the II" system. Later it was extended to the u
framework, this gave rise to the extended Huckel method (ERMO). With the exception
of tht.>se two methods. al1 initio methods had an automatic claim to respectability since
they were nominally fundamental and gave (in most cases) accurate predictions. It was
clear from the beginning that ab initio methods would be impractical for the study of
large molecular systems.
From the fonn of the HFR equations derived above (refer. Eq. 2.25), the calculation
of several integrals are required with an assumed set of basis functions. In its non-
empirical fonn the HFR method is conceptually simpler but it becomes impractical
for the study of large polyatomic systems. Attempts were made to use empirically
determined data to approximate the complicated integrals (refer. Eq. 2.23) used in
the ab initio theory. All of the difficult three- and four-ceotre integrals were ignored,
and one- and two-centre terms were approximated using a mixtl1re of functions based
on atomic spectra and on formal theory. (Refer Appendix A for the nomenclature).
Procedures of this type, which had both experimental and theoretical components, are
called semiempirical methods (SEM). Usually the derivation of semiempirical equation
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involves t'A"O steps. The fint step involves additional approximations to the HFRequa-
tion and the second step involves the ca.lcula.tion of non~piricaJin~ (intep"als
which &re evaluated numerically usiaS basis set fuoctions, typically done for vMence
electrons only in the semiempirica1 approach).
2.2.1 All-Valence Electron (AVE) Approximation
In SEM the molecular electrornl comprise two subsets: subset A which consists of the
inner shell electrons of all atoms in the molecule and subset B which consists of the
atomic valence shell electrons (we assume that these subsets are separable). Thus the
lOtal molecular wave function can be written as
(2.29)
where X is an antisynunetrizatioQ operator. The separability of wa.ve functions corte-
spondins to the subsets A and B is obtained when the so-called strons-ortbogonality
condition
(2.30)
is fulfilled. For the above equa.tion if subset A comprises of IT-type electrons iIJId subset
B comprises of IHype electrons, Eq. 2.30 is automatically satisfied on the symmetry
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younds. With this apptoJCimation foc all electrons of OiL pven system one can derive
vuiational equation analogous to HF equations (refer Eq. 2.16) assuminS the separa.-
bility of subsets A and B.
Experiments indicate tha.t inner shell electrons are relatively inert in typical chemica!
processes. Moreover, iii .... should not depend on the state of valence shell ele<:trons. Thus
inner shell electrons represent only a source of electrostatic potentia.! and simply screen
the nuclear charges. These electrons ma.y be effectively eliminAted by substituting the
atomic core charges Z:' for the corresponding nuclear charges Z•. Then the oDe electron
operator h,v( II. defined previously (lUI be replaced by the core Hamiltonian h"
(2.31)
Acoordinr; to Eq. :LJI the core Ha.m.ilton..ian hC(l) represent5 the tot&!. eoefXY operator
for aD electron moving in the field of N atomic cores with cha.rr;es Z~. The elimination
of direct reference to inner shell electrons forms the basis of tbe so-called all-valence
dettron (AVE) approximation.
2.2.2 Neglect of Diatomic Differential Overlap (NDDO) Approximation
~Ioreover, tbereare additional approximations involved in tbe HFRequations iUld they
are classified accordin! to the depee a.nd range of iLSSumptionJI. Historically, tbe first in
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Lhe serie; of :zero differential o~riap (ZDO) method was the simple r electron method
due to Hiickd [621 in 1931. In the early 1950's the Pariser·Parr·Pople (PPP) model
{631. a true SCF model was developed.. In 1965. Pople &.r:ld his co-workers introduced
a. series of ZDO approximations that geo~ra1ized the :r-electron PPP scheme to all-
\'alence electrous [641.
To start with, in neglect of diatomic differential overlap {NO DO) scheme the differential
o\'erlap of atomic orbitals on different atoms is neglect~ in both overlap and two
electron integrals, I~a.ding to the following conditio05
5.",,,. =6.",,,. (2.32)
where p. If refers to individual orbitals and .-t. B C and 0 refers to uomic centres
(2.33)
Due to this approximation the matrix element F will not contain three-, four-centre
two electron integrals entering via the element C,," in Eq. 2.23. The latter eLement wiU
have G""'''B with A ;:: B becoming G"",,,... and similarly G"e"D with C = D becoming
G..e... thus involving only one- and two-centre terms. Thus, the matrix elements of
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HFR opentor in the NODO approximation are t;iven by
F....,.. H; ...... + L plo......((P-A"AP.AI1A) - ~(PAAA[P-AI1A) (2.34)
lo......
+ L: L As<T8Plo....(P-AVAI As l1s)•
• O'
F....... = H:..... - ~ L: plo.....(P-AAA["A<TS) for A¥- 8.
-,\.....
The introduction of NDDO approximations to the matrix dements of core operator is
an another problem. Let us rewrite the core Hamiltonian in Eq. 2.:.11 &5
,\C(1) =- ~Vl - VA (1) - L Vc(O
- CJI!A
and then
where the one-centre one electron integral is defined as
(2.35)
(2.36)
(2.37)
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2.2.3 Choice of Empirical Parameters in SEM
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The formal reduction of HFR ~u&tions for non-empirical schemes mun be foUowcd by
replacement of some non-empirica1 quantities by appropriate puameters.
The introduction of numerical parameten into semiempirical schemes is adva.ntageous,
providing these parameters are of sufficient generality. Such parameterization both
compensates for the intrinsic inaccuracies and errors of the simplified scheme and re-
duces the computational effort hy replacing certain types of integrals. We can dis-
tinguish two different types of quantities appearing io the equations. (i) atomic or
molecular integrals calculated theoretically from known atomic orbitals. (ii) empiri-
cal puarneters whose values are fixed by direct refe~ce to experimental data. Each
specific semiempirical rea.lizatiOD of the appro:<imate HFR method can be completely
characterized &5 follows:
(:\) The form of tbe assumed .-\0 basis.
(B) The determination of the one-centre one electron integral parameters U......A •
(el The detennination of one-centre two electron integrals.
(D) The calculation or approximation of two electron Coulomb integrals.
(El The calculation or approximation of resonance integrals IJ"A~. for two-centre core
inlcgrals.
(F) The calculation or approximation of the core-core repulsion energy CAS.
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2.2.4 MNDO, AMi Schemes
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The first practical NooO method was introduced hy De"u and Thiel in 1977 [48]
called MNDO. This method is superior over other semiempirica1 schemes becAuse this
takes into account the lone pair· lone pair interactions (i.e. interactions between two
pairs of unsha.red electrons) and puameterization of integrals is performed from ex-
perimental molecular geometries, heats of formation, dipole moments and ionization
potentials.
The Fock matrix in MNDO has the form of Eq. 2.34. The orhital exponents. core inte-
grals &re regarded as empirical puameten and to be determined by fitting p~uces.
The core-core repulsion enttO term was made as functioo of the electroo-dectron ~
pulsion integral. The atomic puameters U"""'A are derived from atomic spectral data
using tr&IlSition enerpes bet~ different atomic co~tions, ionization potentials
and electron affinities usinS the formulae of Oleari et al., (65).
~INDO is superior than other schemes but it is poor in predicting the hydrogen bond
[48]. Shortcomings in ~he MNDO model has led to reexamination oCthe model and thus
AMI [66] scheme was developed. [n the AMl approximation each atom was assigned a
number of spherical gaussians which were intended to mimic accurately the repulsions
at van der Waals distances. Recent development in the SEM is the Parametric Model
;j (PM3) scheme by [671. This scheme is still beinS tested, thus our calculations were
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pcrlormed with MNOO aod AMI schemes.
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In 1983 the first. MOPAe program (681 .....as written and contained MNDO models. 10
(985 AMI code was implemented and present model contains MNOO, AMi and PM3.
The accuracy of these tllree schemes in reproducing experiments has been examined
in considerable detail [48. 50, 681. The average errors in predictin~ heats of formation,
(P. E.-\. dipole moments etc. are discussed in details in [69}.
Tht' more useful quantity is the standard enthalpy of formation or simply heat of
formation HJ of a substance. It refers to the amount of heat absorbed in a reaction
that produces one mole of a compound in its standard state (i.e. in the gas phase,
at __'98 K). from elements in their standard states. For large molecules or polymers
HI is determined from the energies required to ionize the valence electrons of the
atoms in\-olvt'd (calculated tUin8 semiempirical parameters), E.....,(A). and the heus of
atomization. E••"",(Al. which are then added to the electronic and the nuclear energies
fiO. 601. This yields the following equation
(2.38)
In the above equation. the sum of the first and second terms constitutes the total
eoer!)" of the large molecule or polymer which can be obtained from a self-consistent
electronic calculation (refer Eq. 2.4). The remaining two tem1S relate the energies of
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tbe isolaLed atoms, i.e their ionization potential enuPes &ada~e bon~ enerpes
to the total energy of the molecule or polymer.
At the present time, SEM ace evolving with increa.sed accuracy, and the study of ever
larger systems is their target (refer chapter 3). The data. for the pa.ca.meterization have
often been from experiments. Increasingly, parameters for semiempirical methods are
also derived using ab initio resu.lts (e.g. PM3). Also semiempirical Hamiltonians have
always been the testing ground for new theories, and they ace used increasingly to gen-
erate the input da.ta (geometries and trial MO coefficients) for high 1e\'C!1 calcu.latioos.
~Ioreov~. it can be seen from oue calculations, that SEM offer a good qualitative de-
scription of the problem. and even a quantitati\'C! one in some cases befOl"e the more
e:tpensive calculations ace performed.
Chapter 3
Theory of Eledronic Strudure of Solids: Solid-Slate va Molecular
Approach
In Chapter 2. the Hartree-Fock tbeory has been summarized. HF approximation can
be employed in quantum rn.echanical calculations for atoms, molecules or solids. The
actual implementation of the Hf theory depends largely on the system studied. In this
thesis. we study extended systems such as polymers. Polymer$ are Ion!: chains of cova-
lently bonded atoms. Since synthetic polymers are formed from repeating units, there
are two types of approa.c.hes that can be used to .study their electronic properties: (l)
pseudo one-dimensional solid-state approach th&t employs the translational invariance:
(2) molecular approach that applies molecular orbital calculations to oligomers that
are large enough to a.ccuca.tely .simulate bulk properties of the polymers. Both method.s
should lead to the simila.r results and conclusions. Yet another way is to retain certain
features of (1) and (2) and thus form the basis for the cluster solid-state approach. We
..... ill summarize the m&in. fundamental concepts Med in solid-state physics in section
:).1. In section 3.2 we will make a connection between solid-state concepts and the
molecular orbital picture. In section 3.3, a hybrid solid-state cluster method will be
<0
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discussed. Finally, in section 3.4 t«hnica1 details of the hybrid method as implemented
in MOPAC93 are briefly discussed.
3.1 Solid-State/Band Theory
The study of electronic structures of solids is really the study of the energy bands
and the distributions of electrons in real and in momentum space. The funda.mental
theorem underlying the formalism of solid-state theory for periodic crystals IS the
Bloch's Theorem (Bloch. 1928) [711.
3.1.1 Lattice Vectors
The essential aspect. of a. periodic lattice d its~ arrangement nf a.toms. A crystal
lattice is defined mathematically by specifying three noncopla.nar vectors ii.. ii2 and OJ
(called primilille I1t'dors). St&rting from some arbitrary point, aU points in the lattice
can be generated from it by performing translations with vectors, r. that are linear
combinatiOns of at, 42, 4J (thus creating an infinite array of points)
(3.11
where (I> /" h are integers. The volume of the parallelogram whose sides are the prim-
itive vectors ii" a" OJ is called the fundamental or primitirJe unit alf of the lattice. If
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such a. cell is translated by a.ll the lattice vectors the infinite lattice, sometimes caJled
BroDdi$ ilIltice, is COlllltruCt.ed.
3.1.2 Periodic Functions
In order to develop a phY'ical mode! of a crystal structure with its underlying transla·
tional symmetry we often need to consider periodic June/ions, f(?) such that
[(;:+0 (3.2)
WI·
In real space, f{r) could be &II electron number density pc?) or an electronic potential
~-(r) etc.
Beginning ",;th a. lattice in the tbree dimensional space. whose primitive vectors are
at. 121, a3. we can define set of wave vectors ~. ~,~ such that the resultant plane
waves will have the periodicity of a given Bravais lattice, thus &eoerating the rttiprocaJ
lattice (in Fourier space). A general vector of reciprocal lattice bas the following form
(3.3)
where 91> 92, 93 are integers. Vectors blt~, ~ are called. the redpro<::aJ fattice vectors.
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From an elementary vector analysis, we can verify that the direct and the reciprocal
lattice vectors will satisfy foUowing relations:
(3.4)
where liii = 1 if i=j and liii = 0 if i#i and
and
(3.6)
3.1.3 Bloch's Theorem
Bloch's theorem describes the general fonn of wave function of one electron Hamiltonian
for periodic systems such as single crystals or stereo-regular polymers. Independent
electrons, each of which obeys a one electron SchrOdinger equation with a periodic
potential, are known as Bloch electrons (in contrast to free electrons). The periodicity
of tile lattice as expressed by the periodic potential, V(?) = V(f' + n, requires that
electronic properties such as the electronic charge density are also periodic. The pe-
riodicity of the electronic charge density can be used to obtain a general form of the
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Bloch's wave function.
In quantwn mechanics we can define a translational operator T(~ that has the the
following property
(3.il
where .\( fJ is the eigenvalue of r( fj I. Since the electronic charge density p(i) must be
periodic \\'e must have
(3.8)
which requires that
(3.9)
The condition in Eq. 3.9 can be satisfied if
(3.tO)
The vector k characterizes a particular eigenfunction, and determines the eigenvalue
IDe~ailed proof of Blocb's theorem can be seen elsewbere [5J.
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for every translation (in the BraVilis lattice. That is, substituting Eq. 3.10 into Eq. 3.i
the following phase relation between the solid-state orbitals can be obtained;
(3.11)
The above equation is one type of statement of Bloch's theorem. An alternative (but
equivalent) form of Bloch's theorem states that the Bloch function ¢(k,?) in Eq. 3.11
can be written as a product o[ periodic [unction. u( k, r') such that u(k, T) = u( k, r +I)
and a plane wave e i£.;" or
(3.12)
or more generally as
(3.13)
where the index n wiU be discussed in the next section.
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3.1.4 Periodic Boundary Condition
The wave vector k is a quantum number characterizing the electron wave function. In
principle. we could specify the allowed vaIues of k by imposing some boundary condi-
tio!!. on the lattice potential. However, most solids are large in comparison to atomic
dimensions (a solid sample of [ cm3 contains:=::: tOn atoms), and surface conditions
are quite diverse. Thus, in order to simplify the solid-state formalism, the periodic
boundary conditions [5J are invoked. The periodic boundary implies that the crystal
repeats itself in all respects after translations and surface effects are discarded. It can
be shown that the application of periodic boundary conditions means that the general
form for alloll'ed Bloch wave vectors is
(3.14)
where m; are integers and N; is of order N l / 3 with N being the total number of primitive
unit cells in thecrystaJ.
Furthermore we note tb.at if the eigenfunction w(k,?) !las a wave vector k associated
with it such that
(3.15)
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wncl:e 9 is some reciprocal lattice vectol: then 1/;(f, T) and ¢(J!, f') are said to be equiv-
alent since k' and f are equivalent. This is clearly true when one notes that the phase
factor in Bloch's theorem (see Eq. 3.11) obeys the foUowing
(3.16)
and 1L,(i~'. f') = rp(k +g,r) = f,b(k,f'). Consequently, the wave functions r{J(k, P)
and INk'. 1) have the same eigenvalue). for all lattice translations. The solution of
Schrodinger equation (with rand k being restricted to a single primitive ceU of the
crystal) results in an infinite spectrum of eigenvalues for a wave vector k. These differ-
enl solutions are labeled by an index II. Thus. the eigenvalues of the states with wave
\"ector k are denoted by ~..(k) or
(3.17)
where if is the Hamiltonian. The function t:n(k) is referred to as an energy band and
t'A(k. f') is called a Bloch function. The function t:.. (kj is a continuous and differentiable
function of f.
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Table 3.2: Molecular V5 solid-state terminolOl(Y
Molecule:s Solid-State
Huckel LCAO-MO method Tight Binding method
Molecular Orbital Crystal Orbital
Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital (HOMO) Valence Band (VB)
Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Orbital (LUMO) Conduction Band (CB)
HOMO-LUMO Energy Difference Energy Gap or Band Gap (Eg )
Jahn-Teller Distortion Peierls Instability
3.2 Qualitative Aspects of Band Theory
Thus far the fundamentals of dosed shell HF molecular orbital and solid-state theories
were brieRy described in the previous chapter and above sections. Polymers can be
treated as dosed sheil molecular systems as well as solid-state (pseudo one-dimensional)
infinite systems. [n order to develop a qualitative picture of the band energies for poly-
mers we apply the molecular orbital methodologies to very large molecular systems and
discuss how the solid-state concepts arise from this extrapolation. It is illustrative to do
this using the Huckel Molecular+Orbital (HMO) approximation [72, 731 1 • Approximate
analogs between molecular and solid-state terminologies are Listed in Table. 3.2
lThe SMO meLhod is a simple and an IJRful tool for 6:plainio( the stabilitil!ll and physical prop-
erties or organic If systems. FuJI discussion of SMO method ean be se-en elsewhere [73, 74, 81
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Figure 3.5: Electronic levels spreading into a band (as for example in Huckel calcula-
tion).
3.2.1 Energy Bands
Simple Huckel theory !i3j cites an analytical expression for the energy of orbitals of
linear polyenes whose /1> level for an N atom chain is given by
(j =a+2{Jcos .j: l' (3.18)
\,\rhen N is very large, the lowest level wi!! lie at (I = 0 +2{3 where there are bonding
interactions between all <Ldjacent atom pairs and the highest level will be at EN = 0.-2,8
<Lnd it contains antibonding interactions between a.II adjacent atom pairs (see Fig. 3.5).
Between them lies a continuum of orbital energy levels usually referred to as an energy
band witll an energy spread of 1(0. -2{3) - (0 +2.8l1 =: 4{3. In the middle of this stack
of levels one of f/S satisfies the equality EI<i«N+l} =: O. 0. level corresponds to a
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Figure 3.6: One tr orbital per unit cen in one-dimensional polymer.
number of nonbonding molecular orbitals (see for example Fig. 3.5).
If the pol)"mer is treated as a very large molecule then within the molecular orbital
picture this molecule would be represented by a very large number of orbital energy
levels. How can we bandle this "infinite" collection of orbitals? The answer is we
can make use of the soLid-state concepts such as periodic boundary condition and
primitive unit cell. In order to illustrate how these concepts are applied to polymers
we discuss tWO cases: (l} one-dimensional chain with monoatomic unit cell and (2)
one-dimensional chain with diatomic unit ceiL
Case 1
As sh.own in Fig. 3.6 assume that the atoms in a very long one-dimensional system
can be described by a single orbital per atom and the system bebaves as if the atoms
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.....ere embedded in a very bir; rinr; (to wisfy the periodic boundary condition). Given
the above approximations we ca.n assume that the s)'3tem. corTCSpond to an anAlo&ous
macroscopic -bulk" system. Ar;ain £rom EHdO analog for cyclic systems the energy
of the lit level can be Aiven by
~j =0+2tJcos~N (3.191
\\'here j=O. ±I. ±2, ..... Since Nis large we can rewrite the Eq. 3.19 using the variable
1.:= ~ as follows
~(.t) =0+2.8cos.t(l (3.2<1)
The \-alue of " ["ange5 bet ....-een 0 and ±; 0[" t!quivalently the vaJue or i rant;es between 0
and±~ (similarly to the case fo[" finite system). One importa..ot difference between
finite and infinite cases, of course, is that the use of k allows us to treat energy as
function of a continuous \'ariable whereas in the finite system with i increasing in
discrete steps the energy is also a discrete function. In both finite and infinite cases,
we note that 'j (for the finite system) with Iii >~ a.nd e(k) with lkl > ~ (for the
infinite system) lead to redundant information. In the solid, the region of k bet.....een
±; is referred to as the first BriliouiD Zone (82). The points k =- ±; are called the
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Figure 3.7; Two If orbitals per unit cell in one-dimensional polymer.
zone edges illId bO is caUM the zone center. Since the Fig. 3.6 has a mirror symmetry
about "=0 it will be sufficient ju!lt to use one-half of the first BZ (we choose the right
half in our discussioo). As explained before, the index k is called the wave vector and
the ,,-a.riation of energy as a function. of k is called the dispe~ion of the band.
Case 2
Consider a case as shown in Fig. 3.7 where the unit cell contains two atoms (thus, we
have a lattice with a basis) eACh with one electron rep~nted by a single molecular
orbital and the lattice constant is a' = 2a; how does the qualitative picture described
in the Case 1 change? Fi~t we note that the BZ will range from ~ to f;;, as shown
in Fig. 3.7. Consequently, the energy spectra will differ from those given in case 1. In
the Hiickel approximation all the non-neMest neighboring interACtions Me neglected.
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figure :J.8: [nter-ceU and intra-ceU interactions in regular one-dimensional polymer
chain. Unit cell possesses two If orbitals.
Solving the secular determinant in this case will result in the eigenvalues given by
ka'~(k)=a±2dc05T' (3.2t)
The 1l" orbitals that correspond to the lowest energy point in the -,; band will combine as
shown in fig. 3.8(a) thus result in intra-cell and inter-cell bonding. At the same time
ro" orbitals that correspond to the highest energy point in tb.e 11"- band will l:;omhine
as shown in Fig. 3.8(b) thus contribute to antibonding between cells and within cells.
At k = ~ the combination of;r orbitals as shown in Fig. 3.8(c) results in intra-cell
bonding but inter-cell antibonding. Similarly in Fig. 3.8(d) the -,;- combination results
in intra-cell antibonding but inter-cell bonding. ClearLy molecular orbital arrangements
corresponding to Fig. 3.S(c) and (d) have the same energy (we have a degeneracy at
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tnis point) and the top of the ;to band and bottom of the 1f" band touch at this point.
And since we have an even number of electrons (in contrast to the case 1), each state in
the;r band is filled with two electrons. Thus in the ground state the 1f band is full and
the /1"" is empty_ The material is still metallic due to the presence of the degeneracy at
the BZ edges (see Fig. 3.i).
:-,Text we discuss tne general form of single electron wave functions for the cyclic chain
consisting of N unit cells in the limit of N being very large. As described in Eq. 2.8
chapter 2. we can let '('s be the basis functions which form the basis set for the Blocn
single electron wave functions. That is the Bloch. function, tb(k,r'), shown in Eq. 3.13
can be expanded in terms of single a.tomic orbitals, x,,(r - dp -I,,) (LCAO), (which
are centered on tbe p'" a.tom in the Vlb unit cell) as follows:
Substitution of I.: "" ~ leads to expression
(3.23)
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(3.24)
Thus l1.'k can be thought of as symmetry adapted linear combination of atomic orbitals
that has been acted on by the translation operator. The wave functions in Eq. 3.24 are
orthogonal to each other for different k values. Also at zone center (I.: = 0) the wave
functions are in phase and at zone boundary (I.: = 1f"/a) they are out of phase and in
lJetween the wa~'e function is complex (50, 75, .51.
\Ve shall now show that the number of orbitals (corresponding to the allowed values of
k) i/l a ba/ld i/lside the first BZ is equal to the /lumber of u.nit cells ill the crystal. The
requirement of a periodic boundary condition means that the only allowed values of I.:
k=y (3.25)
where L is the length of the system. The number of states inside the first BZ, whose
length is ~, is equal to
(3.26)
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F'igure ;1.9; Inter·cell and intra-cell interaction in distorted one-dimensional polymer
chain. Unit cell possesses two r. orbitals.
where ,"Ii is the number of unit cells. Thus each band bas N states inside the first zooe.
Since each state can accommodate at most two electrons (which must be of opposite
spins in accordance to Pauli exclusion principle) it follows that the ma:cimum number
of electrons that may occupy a single band is 2N. With a. given number of electrons in
the solid the hands. doubly occupied, will be filled to a. certain energy level fF. called
the Fermi Itvel. Ftrmi level corresponds to a. specific value k = "F. This result will be
used in later chapters to establish the criterion for predicting whether a solid is going
to behave as a metal or an insulator.
3.2.2 Distortions in One-Dimensional Systems
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'" ~! *0.0F'igure 3.10: Metallic (on the left), semiconductor (on the right) behavior of !inear.
one-dimensional polymer chains. Bands near Fermi surface are shown in the reduced
zone scheme. Solid dark line indicates the filled band. Dotted (horizontal) line indicates
Lhe Fermi surface.
Case 3
In Lhe previous cases it has been shown that a regular LineM chain with one or two
electrons per lattice site is a conductor. Whereas. as we shall see, this is not so for the
chain with unequal bond lengths (often referred as the alternating bond lengths). As ex-
plained in the introduction. lattice distortion are common in the quasi one-dimensional
and linear systems. As shown in case 2 if the lattice with a basis has two atoms, the
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bands aft folded and BZ ranges from ~ to f;;. Since there aft t1OfO orbitals per lattice
site. tbe II" band is full iIU1d Fermi surface crosses from tbe ~ to f; points (Refer.
Fig. 3.10(.1)). Due to tbe lattice in.stabilities (ste Fig. 3.IO(b)) tbe degeneracy at tbe
BZ edges is lifted in the case of two atoms per unit cd!. Also the filled II" band is
pushed down in energy due to intra-cell bonding and r" band is pushed up in energy
due to intra-cell antibonding. Thus the folded band is separated, that is, a. forbidden
region is formed between rand Jr" band~. In the case of one atom per unit cell a band
gap appears at the Fermi level. The fonnation of the band gap in either case signals
tbe transition from a metallic to a semiconductor sta.te for a linear chain.
Case"
The polymeric materialsucb as PA u sbown in Fig. 3.IO(c) with one r orbital per
atom bas a r band structure. l.n this case the primitive ceU contain.s two atoms and
the lattice constant is a., so that the BZ rant;es from 7 to;. Since we ha\o"e two
electrons per primitive cell r band is full. Similarly to the case 2, there exists some
degeneracy of the orbitals so that the bands stick at the zone edges (effectively doubling
the size of the BZl. Hence the PA will be metallic if all bond lengths are equal in the
polymer. Now consider the lattice distortion occurring in this system. The regular
PA will exhibit bond alternation as shown in Fig. 3.LO(d). In contrast to the previous
case 2, here the lattice constant is not doubled hut the glide plane is 100t due to the
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reconstructiou_ Note the primitive unit cell has still two atoms, hence two electrons
per lattice site. Due to this reconstruction, the degeneracy of the Bloch orbitals for k
points equal to =f and ;. is lifted and a gap opens at the zone edges.
The electronic structure of regular PT, PCY, PFv are essentially similar to that of PA.
Owing to the extension of the unit cell from two to four or more carbon atoms, a folding
or the bands takes place. The BZ extends rrom ~ to f; in the reduced zone scheme
(rerer rig. 3.1O(e) ror doubly folded band). In order to understand this more complex
problem it is easier if the bands are unfolded (i.e. consider the extended zone scheme).
Then the two bands 1r and 1;"" will stick together at 7 and at ; due degeneracy or these
Bloch orbitals. This extended zone is called Jones zone [761. Moreover the electrons
rully occupy the lower ll" band in this zone and upper ll"" band is completely empty
thus conduction can take place. Lattice distortion will cause the rormation of alternate
mesomeric rorms as shown in Fig. 3.1O(f). Due to this alternate strncture, degeneracy
in the middle or Jones zone is lifted. and a gap is rormed. Again in the reduced zone
scheme. the bands are refolded so that the direct baud gap appears at the center of
the BZ [33, 77, 761. Note the Bloch functions at the zone boundary are degenerate,
(i.e. sticking at the zone edges) as a consequence of screw axis (rotation followed by
translation operation) symmetry [761. Hence although the regular (with equal bond
lengths) chain behaves as conductor, the lattice distortion and the formation of stable
mesomeric rorms give rises to semiconducting polymers for practical purposes.
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3.3 Solid-State Calculation in Semiempirical Models
As described in the previous chapter, the basic idea of molecular quantum chemical
calculation is the usage of LeAD approximation. A direct application of LCAO ap-
proximation to an extended systems such as solids leads to a problem of solving a very
large number of single electron, self-consistent equations for the nearly infinite number
of atomic orbitals. One way of overcoming this problem is to use the full solid-state
methodology (as described above). However. due to the low symmetry involved in cases
such as polymeric solids a pure solid-state approach is also very cumbersome. Another
way is to use the so called cluster or the large-molecule approach to simulate the bulk
properties of solids. Cluster solid-state approach is a hybrid method that uses concepts
from molecular as well as from solid-state theories. The large-molecule or cluster ap-
proach was first described in tile early 1950's by Inui et. aI [78]. During 1970's cluster
calculations for studying vacancies and defects in semiconductor solids were carried on
by Messmer et. aI [79. 80J for HMO. The above approach faced difficulties due to the
neglect of surface effects and the two electron interaction terms in the Hamiltonian.
Then in late 1970's the above problems were rectified in the so called cluster model
for solids (CMS) by appropriate semiempirical schemes that included the two electron
interactions and some solids state aspects that allowed for the neglect of the surface
effects (by making the cluster large enough so that it becomes a good appro:cimation
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for a solid). In this section, we give a very brief discussion of cluster approach as it is
used to study solid-state properties and its implementation in MQPAC93.
Traditionally quantum mechanical, eledronic structure calculations for polymers are
performed in two ways. One involves the use of oligomers (short chain segments with
end groups) and other is a solid-state type of approach with the appropriate boundary
conditions. In order to simplify the calculation of polymers, eMS has been adapted
in conjunction with MNDO Hamiltoaian. In this approach. the cluster unit cell (CUI
is taken as the multiple of the primitive unit cells in order to accurately represeat the
bulk properties of tbe polymer chain. If the translational vector or the size of CU is
large enough. the nature of the bands in the BZ will not change significantly at the
zone edges. Thus a sufficiently large cluster unit cell would allow the use of only one k
point (obviously r point) to represent the entire BZ. Clearly, if the primitive unit cell
is small, severaL k points may he needed in order to obtain a good representation of
the band.
F"rom the previous sections on qualitative aspects of band theory expLained using HMO
meth.ods for cyclic polyenes we have obtained t.j where j=l gives the Lowest and j=N
gives the highest Jr eigenvalues. These limiting values are to be identified with the
"soLid-sta.te" va.lues at r and X point of the 1r band in the BZ. The following paragraphs
explains how the eigenvalues are generated for a duster of atoms that are used to
produce the corresponding band structure.
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Consider a. one-dimensionaI dWlt.er com;isting of N primitive unit cells. The duster
buis set wiU be generated by 1:7.1 TjX where T is the translational operator wbich ca.o
translate the basis set X over j primitive u.n.it ceUs alon! one translatioo.al &Xis. For the
Lime being assume that the translational symmetry of such a one-dimensional system
is the only symmetry that the system has. Because of N translational operations there
will be N irreducible representations. Suppose that if we consider l~ representation in
1'/1, translation then since the group is Abelian the character of the repre5eDtation will
be equal to e~. The effect of time reversal is to replace i by ·i in the characters of
all the repre;entations.
As a consequence of time induced degeneracy, an~' linear combination of eigenfunctions
relat~ by time reversal ue also eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian i.e. the time reversal
operator r- I commutes with the Hamiltonian. Then
(3.27)
We can calculate the phase of a function X~ in one primitive unit cell from that in the
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adjacent unit celi using Bloch's theorem
Now because of mixing of the wave functions Xi and "Ki' we have, in general,
(J, = {oe!T +.Be~I(J('_I)
0;. -:::: (,8e~ - oe=J,;:LI9l,_n'
(3.28)
(3.29)
However. cluster calculations yield only real numbers, a and tJ are constrained to those
...tlues which give rise to real phase factors. If wit Wi' are real then, the eigenvectors
calculated by any LeAD calculation on a cluster leads to two eigenvalue equations
related to two points in the real space.
Then the back transfonnation of cluster eigenvector coefficients obtained from these
two equations yield k-points that are generated from the relation
c,
C,
C3 acos<7!l+iJsin('!!fj)
C~ f3cOS(7J-)-1Sin(~)
(3.30)
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(3.31)
3.4 MOPAC93 - Software Description
1I.WPAC93 1501 software has many utilities. Among them MAKPOL is used (or bnild·
lng Z·matrices, BZ is used for producing band structures upon introducing space group
operations. DENSITY is used for plotting wave functions and calculating total eLec-
tron density of the system. The part of MOPAC that performs HF molecular-orbital
calculations is the part that is used iD. our investigation. As described in section 3.3
phase functions are introduced in MOPAC and cluster coefficients are created from
this caLculatioD.s.
3.4.1 Cluster Method in MOPAC93
Unlike more conventionaL methods, MOPAC93 does not normally uses the fundamental
unit cell or sampLes the BZ in order to produce the electronic structure. [nstead, it
uses a large unit ceU caUed "cluster" and appLie5 the boundary conditioD.s.
If a. unit ceU supplied by the user called central unit cell (CUC) is large eD.ough (which
can be represented in terms of translational vector), theD. a single point in k.space,
the r-point is sufficient to specify the BZ. The secular determinant for this poiD.t
is setup by adding together the Fock ma.trix for tlte central unit cell plus those for
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the adjacent unit cells. The periodic boundary conditions are required to be satisfied.
Diagonalization of the secular determinant yields the correct cluster coefficients and
from the density matrix the r point is constructed. The contribution to the Fock
matrix oUising from the orbitals which are more than half the translational vector away
are ignored,
The optimizations on polymeric duster usually produces equilibrium geometries. These
geometries refer to the optimum arrangement of nudei corresponding to given electronic
distribution. When the energy gradients vanish
(3.32)
tllis means the geometry optimization is completed.
In our calculations. during the geometry optimization tile gradients calculated are not
zero since the Cartesian energy derivatives for an atom in a unit cell is sum of forces on
that atom due to all of the atoms in that unit cell. The Cartesian derivatives do not
include the tenns from the sUITOl.lDding unit cells. This is wily, at the cell boundaries,
energy is likely to Ilave finite (larger) derivatives. By choosing large translational
\'ectors this adverse behavior can be minimized (50]. Numerically the condition of
vanishing energy gradients is satisfied to within a certain convergence criteria. A tight
convergence criteria is setup by choosing a cutoff value of 10-11 . TypicaUy in our
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calculation we used Eit;envector Followins. EF, optimization method [50).
3.4.2 MOPAC93 and Brillouin Zone Outputs
The output generated by MOPAC93 usually contains infonnation needed to run the
Brillouin Zone, BZ, calculation. The BZ utility provides the information [leede<! for
studying band structures of solids. MOPAC93 calcuJatio[ls generate the cluster Fock
matrix from which the rock matrix of the fundamental llni/ cell is produced. The
cluster coefficients are then used to generate the eigenvalues in the k-spa.ce. Then the
band structures are readily constructed by joining the points in the order in wb.ich they
are generated. In general. the bands of different symmetries are allowed to cross. But
by simply joining the k-points generated as stated above bands wiU not be allowed to
The symmetrization of rock matrices, done by means of modified duster technique. is
perfonned by the Brillouin Zone utility program. (501. For this BZ needs to know bow
the Fock matrix is organized. and MERS=(nx,ny,DZ) keyword gives the number of unit
cells in each direction. For a polymer, the HZ consists of a line, for a layered structure,
a surface and for a. solid, a three-dimensional shape. The rock matrix representing the
interaction of the fundamental unit cell with the other neighboring unit cells are stored
in a large matrix. The cluster theory assumes that the interaction matrix relating two
unit ~Ils which are separat.ed by more than half the distance of the translation vector is
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~-anisbingly small. Although this Fock matrix does include the point group symmetries
it lacks in the space group or Don-primitive group symmetry operations such as screw
a.xis or glide plane symmetries. The non-primitive or space group operations are sup-
plied by the user a.nd the Fock matrix i5 further symmetrized. Since the duster Fock
matrix generated b:r MOPAC93 wiU not exhibit the high symmetry of the lWOCiatled
(infinite) polymer the band structure generated using duster method wiU be almost.
but (lot quite. identical to the one genera.ted by the fully symmetrized ba.nd structure
calculation.
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Figure 3.11: Sequence for investigating geometric and electronic properties of a polymer
using MOPAC93 semiempirical model.
Chapter 4
Geometric Structure Investigation
Owing to their potential enviroamental stabilities conjugated polymers containing
cyclic repeat units (phenyl, thiophene, furan, etc) have recently become major tar-
gets of studies in the field of CP's. The ground state of the CP's corresponds to the
mesomeric conformation [SII that possesses the lowest energy. Some CP's such as
polydiacetylene and trans-PA, pernigraniline (see Fig. I.1 and 4.12) have degenerate
ground states. (n these cases two mesomeric forms can be present in a single chain
lI'ith the a<:"companied formation of a soliton [821. Most CP's, known today, have non-
degenerate ground states. However, for a given ground state mesomeric conformation,
most CP's can exist in a number of torsional isomers.
Many struct ural studies conducted in the solution have shown that free rotation around
the inter-thiophene linkages is a prevailing factor determining the mean molC<'ular
conformation in oligothiophenes. In these systems the tendency to copianarity can be
hindered by intramolecular steric interactions such as those created by bulky groups.
Typically monomers associated with the non-degenerate ground state can be in the
true anti or syn or anti-like or syn-/ike orientations (see Fig. 4.13). For instance, the
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Figure 4.12: The non-degenerate ground state geometries of five membered riag sys-
tems.
structure of bithiophene. which may be envisaged a.s a simple model for PT. is well
known in the gas phase [83] and in the crystal form {84] from X-ray diffraction results.
(n the gas phase, the two rings are nonplanar with a torsional angle of 1460 , whereas a
planar arrangement is found in the crystal with the two rings ia the anti orientation.
On the other band 13C_NMR results [24] for bithiophene in liquid crystal solvents
indicated the existence of both the anti and syn orientation at the room temperature
and predicted a rotational barrier of 5 ± 2 kcal/mole between them. For unsubstituted
quartertniopnene (four monomers) there is no crystallograpbic data found as of yet.
But studies on 13C_CPMAS (cross polarization magic angle spinning) on even and odd
oligothiophenes indicated that terthiophene (three monomers) possess high tor.oiooa.!
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Figure 4.13: One monomer per repeat unit in syn orientation (At. Ql) and two
monomers per repeat unit in anti orientation (A2, Q2).
mobility [851. For larger oligomers. as well as their substituted compounds. the crystal
structure data show an anti conformation [86, 3, 28], whereas in the chloroform l3C_
~~O[R measurements show an anti·/ike conformation is found [87, 88, 891. Recently
substituted polythiophenes have been investigated using infrared, NMR spectroscopies
[90J. The results again indicated the presence of twisted as well as planar conformations
for the substituted polymers. The ability of polymers to exist in two or more torsional
isomeric states results in the optical phenomena referred to as thermochrometry (color
change). Thus far, for other polymers and their respective oligomers we have not found
many crystallographic and/or theoretical results that would enable us to characterize
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their conformations.
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We Clttl summarize the above discussion by notins that &lIlorpbous na.ture of the poly_
mers prevents an accurate determination of their structure from say the X-ray diffrac-
tion patterns that require that polymers form crystals. For example, oligothiophenes
are difficult to crystallizeiLDd only in recent years X-ray structure determinations have
been reported for a number of olit;otb..iophenes such as bH911, ter-{92J a..nd sexitb..io-
phenes [86] [93]. These studies confirmed that sin!;!e crystals of oligotb..iophenes prefer
planar. anti orientatiolU in the crystalline packing. Their geometries are aromatic,
thus ensuring that the ground state is non-degenerate as expected for these systems.
The few theoretical calculations related to conformational studies of polytb..iophenes
as modeled by bithiophenes and their derivati~·es. provide a description of the tor-
sional potential energy surlace for the different rotational isomers. The recent ab
initio calculations {94] confirmed the existence of $yn-like and anti·fike conformations
in bithiopbene in agreement with experimentalobscrvations. Also single $lra.oded poly-
mer films examined under sclttlning probe microscopes in association with theoretic.al
calculations using AMI (MOPAC93) [951 indicated the existence of .syn-like conforma-
tion in vacuum. Following this, our investigation of geometric structure of polymers
was extended to include both the syn-fike and anti·like conformatioll5 of polymers. The
first step in this analysis involves the determinatioa of the most stable mesomer and
ror each mesomer we, in tum, detennine tbe lowest energy rotational isomer. In the
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second stage, solid-state optimizations were performed with two types of unit cells for
sgn and allti orientations. Different unit cells were chosen since in accordance with the
translational symmetry, the sgn or anti ordering will result depending on the size of the
unit cell. Thus the clusters are classified according to the following scheme: Aromatic
unit cell type one (AI), Quinoid unit cell type one (Ql), Aromatic unit cell
type two (A2) and Quinoid unit cell type two (Q2) (See Fig. 4.13). In agree-
ment with experimental and theoretical calculations our results show that there are
rotational defects in the polymeric systems when symmetry constraints are rela.'C:ed.
The polymers in the A2 or Q2 orientations are coplanar and symmetrical with dis-
tortions of less than 10 arising from the monomers at the end. On the other band,
the investigation of the geometrical properties of polymers in Al or Ql conformation
leads to the generation of pronounced rotational defects in polymers in order to relieve
conformational strain due to the steric hindrances.
In this chapter initial geometries for PT are taken from the gas phase electron diffrac-
tion data on bithiopheoe [831. For PCY the input geometry was chosen from the
AMI optimized values [461. The input geometries for the remaining polymers are es-
timated from data obtained for PT and PCY. Heat of formation values are used for
determining cluster size, comparative stability of mesomers and rotational isomers (the
results are discussed in section 4.1). Geometries are fully optimized for clusters and
the corresponding geometrical parameter values for tetramen are presented in section
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Figure ·1.14: The inverse of the heat of formation per monomer (1i;) plotted as a
function of the inverse conjugation length (~), n' is the conjuga.tion length or the
number of monomers.
-1.2.
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Table 4.3: Heat of fonnation H/ (in kcalJmole) calculated in the AMI scheme for the
polymers in .'\2 forms are given.
POLYMER PT PCY PF. PCNTH PCNCY PCNFv
Dimer 53.821 79.685 149.081 326.570 378.805 499.620
Tetramer LIL548 144.554 285.883 660.737 758.371 999.340
Hexamer L71.881 216.461 428.833
Octamer 230.700 288.330 571.359 1342.467 1525.408 2008.829
Table -lA: Inverse of tlIe heat of formation per monomer (11;) and inverse conjugation
lellgtlI (;..) (n' is the conjugation length or the Ilumberof monomers) are given. Values
are calculated in the AMI scheme for polymers in A2 form.
POLYMER PT PCY PF. peNTH PCNCY PCNF. t
Dimer 0.5000 0.0372 0.0251 0.0134 0.0061 0.0053 0.0040
Tetra.rner 0.2500 0.0359 0.0277 0.0140 0.0060 0.0052 0.0040
Hexamer 0.1667 0.0349 0.0277 0.0140
Octamer 0.1250 0.0347 0.0277 0.0140 0.0060 0,0052 0.0040
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Table 4.5: AMi, MNDO heats of formation (HI) (in kcal./mole) for polymeric dusters
in AI. Ql. A2, Q2 forms.
MNDO Dimer Tetramer
Polymer Al <\2 Q2 Al QI A2 Q2
PT 54.46 49.23 63.42 96.00 165.81 97.14 116.64
PCY 67.45 69.11 60.28 123.21 28U2 (22.78 114.29
PFv (13.42 138.51 134.72 216.45 287.94 267.95 262.16
PCNTH 296.73 298.04 308.03 595.63 643.16 599.64 614.29
PCNCY 328.71 328.71 300.20 657.50 774.07 657.50 600.24
PCNF\· 421.91 445.78 420.18 854.49 918.78 89"2.08 840.69
AMI Dimer Tetr&mer
Polymer Al A2 Q2 Ai QI A2 Q2
PT 51.06 ;3.82 65.;3 112.28 1l1.55 154.28
PCY $"1.35 79.69 72.36 145.10 m.456 144.55 135.19
PFv 135.40 149.08 141.31 263.29 296.1)94 285.88 273.2tl
PCNTH 326.40 326.57 332.63 663.89 660.74 717.83
PCNCY 378.81 378.81 346.81 758.37 857.559 758.37 693.62
PCNFv 486.98 499.62 463.25 984.92 1074.365 999.34 926.98
- indicates the geometne! for which converged results haye not been obtamed.
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4.1 Heats or Formation - Cluster Size and Conformational Stability
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As stated in the introduction, the values of heat of formation playa dual role in our
calculations. Firstly, they are used to determine the optimum cluster size (961. Little
or no change in the value of the heat of formation per monomer (also called the average
heat of formation) DoH" indicates that the cluster is sufficiently large [961 to simulate
bulk properties of polymers (see Fig. 4.14 and Tables 4.3 and 4.4). In our computations.
duster size was increased in steps of two monomers (N:::2, 4, 6, 8) per unit ceiL Very
small changes (of the order of less than I kcaljmole) have been observed in the values
for ::::'H, hetween the tetrarners and octamers) for a selected sample of systems (see
Tables 4.3 and 4.4). This fact and the large size of the repeat unit for some of
the polymers meant that the full analysis of geometry optimizations were performed
for tetramers only. Secondly, heats of formation. H" are also used to determine the
relative stability of the mesomers (aromatic versus quinoid) and rotational isomers (syn
versus anti) of the polymers. The two mesomeric forms were found by performing non-
rigid energy scans with respect to the distances between the monomers in the dimer.
That is. total energies were determined as a function of an inter-cell distances, ranging
from 1.30 it to 1.48 A, using AMI scheme. Fig. 4.16 shows local minima located near
inter·cell distances 1.34 A and 1.45 A (for most of the polymers) and there seems to be
a large rotational barrier approximately:::::: 10 kcalfmole per u.nit cell for PT, pey and
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Figure 4.15: Stable mesomers of the poLymers.
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figure ,(.16: Scan of inter-cell distance in a climer using AM1 scheme.
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PFv and ::::: 40 kca1/mole per unit cd1 for PCNTH, PCNCY and PCNFv. The former
minimwn (at 1.34 A) corresponds to the planar quinoid or s-trans form (Q2) and the
Iil-ttef to the planar aromatic or s-cis (A2) form. Complete ~metry optimization
beginning with tbe two local minimum structures is tben perform~.
Predicting the most stable conformation for tbe mesomel'5 in polymers considered in
this work is a subject of rna.ny ongoing investigations in the field of CP',I. The AMi.
:\oINOO H, values for A2 and Q2 forms a.re listed in the Table 4.5. For completeness and
comparison. the dimer values are also given since Otu initial geometry optimizations
were performed on climer'S. However, it should be noted that tetramen produce the
more accurate data and the followinll: discussion (unless otherwise stated) will focus
primaril~" on tbe resulu for teuamers. As expected from the previous works (83. 56. 31).
PT(A2) is morest.able than PT(Q2) by 19.5 kca1/molein MNOO and by 42.1 kca1/mole
in AMI ca.kuJation. for comparison purposes we noted that for dimers PT(A2) is more
stable by 1-1.2 kcal/mole (MNOO) (see Table 4.5, by 14.4 kca1/mole from solid·state
calculation (311 and by 16.1 kcal/mole from molecular ca1culation [561 that used end
groups instead of T~. Also, PCNTH(A2) is more stable than PCNTH(Q2) by (4.6
kcal/mole in MNDO and by 51.1 kcal/mole in AMI calculation. In contrast to PT
and PCNTH, for pey [46), PCNCY [46J, PFv and PCNFv, the Q2 (corresponding to
quinoid) forms are more stable. For pey and PFv. the Q2 forms are more stable by
approximately 10 keal/mole in both the AMI and MNDO ca.lculations. For PCNCY
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and PCNFv, the HI for their two forms differ by more than 50 kcal/mole (see Table 4.5),
again in both the AMI and MNDO calculations.
Rotations around inter-cell bonds are also possible in CP's. That is, the varying of
the corresponding inter-cell dihedral angle leads to the rotatioo of ooe mooomer with
respect to the another. Plots of total eoergy as a function of central dihedral angle
in the dimer unit cells of PT. PCY, PFv, PCNTH. PCNCY and PCNFv mesomers
showed that anti· and syn-like conformations are possible for these systems. That is, by
increasing the dihedral angle aod optimizing at each value of the angle we have found
the AL(syn~like) conformations in addition to the A!2 and Q!2 (anti-like) conformations
for dimers. Polymers in the Al orientation do not belong to the point group C1J. because
of the coil like twisting of the polymer monomeric units.
A comparison of the heat of formation values for the Al and A2 forms illustrates that
some polymers are more stable in Al conformation or are nearly degenerate with the
.-\2 conformation (see Table 4.5 and Fig. 4.15). For dimers, tne Al conformation is
more stable for PT (by .... 3 kcal/mole), PFv and PCNFv (both by .... 15 kcal/mole)
and is degenerate with the A2 conformation for PCNTH and PCNCY for the AMI
approximation. The MNDO calculations agree with these findings with the exception
of PT and PCY where tbey predict that A2 conformation is more stable for PT and Al
conformation is more stable for PCY. For the PCY this discrepancy is not very critical
since both AMI and MNDO calculations show that the most stable conformation
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for the climer of this polymer is Q2. Given these iDitial results for dimers, we have
then attempted to obtain stable syn Al conformation for tetrarners. The results of
these calculations have been summarized in Table 4.5 and Fig. 4.15. First we Bote
that complete geometry optimization using the dimer results as our initial (input)
geometries does not result in an all syn conformations for tetramers, instead segmeBts
undergo iBter-cell rotations. The net result is; the dihedral angle between the central
monomers is approximately 1800 but it is approximately 00 inside the dimer units of the
tetramer. Due to this the tetramer of these polymers has syn orientation at the edges
and allti in the middle which makes the orientation of the monomers to be planar in
some cases. Given this arrangement it is seen that PFvand PCNFv are more stable in
the Al conformation relative to the A2 conformation in the AMI calculation (PCNCY
the two conformations give the same en.ergies). The dihedral angles in these polymers
are around 1500 with the relative energy difference of approximately 20 kcal/mole
in PFv and 8 kcaljmole in PCNFv. MNDO also predicts that the Al conformation
is more stable for PFv and PCNFv (by approximately 20 kcal/mole) relative to the
A2 conformation and that there is a degeneracy or near degeneracy in PT, PCY,
peNTH and PCNCY (in most cases the energy differences are less than 1 kcaljmole).
Summarizing this rotational analysis, we see that the At conformation is more stable
than the A2 COBformation for PFv and PCNFv 110wever for the remaining polymers
At and A2 conformations have nearly the same energies.
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The trend in the relative stabilities of Al venus Ql forms is different £rom the one for
:\2 versus Q2 planar forms. Unlike planar forms, MNDO calculations (see Table 4.5
show that the Al (aromatic or s-cis) mesomers are more stable (by a large amount,
typically larger than 50 kcal/mole) than Ql (quinoid or s--trans) mesomers for all of
the polymers. The AMI calculations for PCY, PFv, PCNCY and PCNFv also support
this observation. This result is not surprising since typically, a rotation of single bond
takes less energy titan a corresponding rotation of a double bond. We note that for
~ome polymers indicated with - in the table we have not been able to obtain stable
Q2 conformations (for tetramers) with the AMI calculations. We suspect tbat this is
due to the fact that, in PT and PCNTH the syn conformation for quinoid mesomers
i~ not stable.
F'urther aD initio Hartree-Fock calculation using 3-:HG* basis set on PFv(Al) (dimer-
oligomer) also confirms that A1 ronformation is more stable. The dihedral is around
0° and pure sun conformation is energetically favorable by i kcal/mole relative to
PF'v(A2). Finally comparing the AI, A2, Q2 conformations for PFv and PCNFv we
note that PFv prefers Al and PCNFv prefers Q2 conformation.
In summary we point out that when ail conformations are considered, the foHowing
trend emerges: A2 conformation is the most stable one for PT and PCNTH, Q2 is the
most stable one for PCY, PCNCYand PCNFv and Al is the most stable one for PFv.
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fi«Ure 4.17: AMI optimized geometries of.syn confonnations of the polymers in the
aromatic or s-cis (AI) form (tetramers).
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Figure 4.18: MNDQ optimized r;cometries of .ryn conformatiOll.!l of the polymers in the
quinoid or s·tr&ns (QI) fonn (tetramen).
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Figure 4.19: AMI optimized geometries of anti conformations of the polymers in the
aromatic or s-cis (A2) form (octamers).
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PT
Figure 4.20; AMI optimized geometries of anti conformations of the polymers in the
quinoid or s-trans (Q2) fonn (tetramers).
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4.2 Optimized Geom~tries
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The full geometry optimizations (using both AMI and MNDO methods) were per-
formed with the U3e of the translational vector (TO'). In the soLid·st.ate cluster approach
translational vector defines the size of the cluster (not the size of the unit cell wlUch is
the more conventional use of this term). Thus, in this work, the tra.nslational vector is
closely related to the size of the cluster. Also in tbe geometry optimizations the value
of TO' is subject to tbeoptimization procedure (i.e. it is allowed to vary)_ The optimized
\lllues of TO' for tetrarners are given in Tables ,.3 and 4.4. Tbe TO' ranges from 15 to
:m ..\ (unit cells are balI this lengtb for tetramers). Laq;e translational vectors (TO') are
needed (49] for tbe solid-state cluster calculations in order to minimize the edge el£ecls
on the monomers in the center of the cluster. A decrea.se in TO' indicate> a switch from
aromatic or s-cis (AI nr A2) to quinoid or s-tran.s (QI or Q2) mesomeric form of the
compound.
The optimized geometries for the tetr;uners in AI, Qt, A2 a.nd Q2 conformations are
displayed in fig. 4.17, 4.18, 4.19 a.nd 4.20 respectively. In Tables 4.6 a.nd 4.7 the
geometric structure pa.rarneters are given. Bonds are labeled as indicated in fig. 104.
The average bond length alternation, or, which is tbe signature of the given geometry
will the [OCUlI of the discu"ion below.
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The main structural feature of the polymers in tbe At and QI (.IYJI or $yn../iIoe) coo-
formations is that they fonn twisted coil-like structures wbicb. may possess C1 point
~up symmetries (most ot1.eu they beJont; to the C 1 point group). As noted above
the geometry optimization of tctramers in the Ai and Qi conformations resulted in
Ilyn.like structures whose dihedral angles between the monomers in the inner and outer
portions of the polymers are not the same. ft was suggested [M, 951 that these syn-like
(twisted) conformations are due to the sterlc hindrance between the sulfur atoms in PT
and peNT" and between hydrogen atoms in the other tetramers located on the P, fJ'
positions as well as between the brid~nggroups (such as the cyano uoups) in the cyano
substituted polymen. For example, in PCY the Ai or Ql pmetriesconstrained to be
planar would result in the distance between the Ilon-bonded hydrogens to be less than
1.·5 .4. which in the (relaxed) fully pmetry optimized structure is approximately near
;j .=t in(At) forms and 2 Ain (Ql) forms both in (AMl and MNDO). In other words,
there is strong electrostatic repulsion between the bydror;ens which in turn results in
the rotation (twist) around the bond resultint; in the formation of syn-like or anti-like
conformations. Tetramers of PT, PFv, PCNTH and PCNFv belongs to C1 point group
and PCY and PCNCY belong to C1 point group.
The inter-cell bond distances and bond length altemation or values are discussed next
for the Ai and QI conformations. Only the MNDO values are discussed since they are
aVll.ilable for all tetramers. We note that the inter-ceU distances for the Ai confonnation
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in PT. peYand PFv a.pproximatdy ran,;e from 1.<15 A to 1.<16 A (in PFv) which do
not change significa.ntly in the crano substituted compounds (with the exception of
PCNFv where this value decreases to 1.43 .4). Similarly, the inter-cell and/or intra.-<:ell
distances ra.nge from 1.36 to 1.35 Ain a.l1 the tetr&mers in the QI conformation. In
a.ddition, we note that or is o( the order o( -0.08 Ain Al conforma.tion (or PT, PCY
and PFv and -0.05 A(or PCNTH. PCNCY and PCNFv. [n the Ql conformation or
is approximately 0.12 it for PT, PCY and PFv and approximatelyO.t4 A for PCNTH,
PCNCY and PCNFv. Thus bond length alternation decreases in the cyano compounds
in the aromatic or s-cis forms but it increases in the the cyano compolU1ds in the quinoid
or s-trans fonus relati\"e to the u.nsubstituted tetramers.
Next we analyse the geometryoptimizcd resulu for A2 and Q2 collformations. Since the
mmt stable conformations are the .'\2 or Q2 rotational isomers they will be discussed
in ~ater details than the corresponding Al or Ql i50men_ We consider the inter-
cell distance in PT which from the electron diffraction experiment 183) in hithiopbene
w&s determined to be 1.<180 A. In PT(A2) this distance is equal to 1.447 it (MNDO)
which. agrees with the value found in [361 but is smaller than the experimental value.
AMI calculation also underestimates this distance (equal to 1.424 A). This significant
lowering is due to poor parameterization of sulphur in the MOPAC93 [97J in the AMI
method. For the remaining discussion, only AMI results for the geometrical parameters
for A2 and Q2 conformations will be discu.sse(L In PT(Q2) the inter-cell distance is
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(.34.') it which agrees with the computational findings of [37] and [361. Using the AMI
bond lengths we determine that the Dr is -0.03 it for PT(A2) and 0.13 it for PT(Q2)
clearly differentiating between PT's aromatic and quinoid forms (see Fig. 5.43).
The AMI geometrical structure for PCY is similar to the one obtained by [461. The
inter-cell bond distance obtained for the s-cis form is 1.424 it (AMI) and for the s-trans
form it is 1.339 it. (AMI). These values are relatively close to the corresponding values
found in PT (see Table. 4.7). This is also reflected in their Dr values (see Table. 4.7
and Fig. .').-13) which are -0.07 it. for the PCY(A2) and 0.i2 it. for the PCY{Q2) in the
AMI calculation. However. it can be seen from the increased absolute value for Dr (by
0.04 .4.) that. in PCY(A2). its aromaticity is decreased relative to PT(A2}. In other
words the replacement of sulphur with carbon leads to greater charge localization.
The structure of PFv is even more similar to pey (than PCY to PT structure) as can
be seen from the values of Dr. The average bond length alternation for PFv(A2) is
-0.08.4 (also agrees with [38]) and for PFv(Q2) it is 0.11 it. [981 which are very close
to the corresponding values in PCY (see Fig. 5.43). A closer look at the magnitudes of
the bond lengths reveals that there are some structural differences between PFv and
pey. for example, in both of the mesomeric forms, the inter~cell distances (1.442 it.
(AMi) in PFv(A2) and 1.357 it. (AMI) in PFv(Q2» are consistently longer (by 0.02
.4.) than the respective values in either PT or PCY. However, overall, the addition of
the vinylene group to PCY does not lead to significant changes in its structure and
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:'lext we consider the eyano substituted systems. In the following discussion we will
focus on the trends in the values of the outer (C..,-C"" C..,·C1 • inter-cell) and inner (C..-
Ca. C,,-C,. intra-ceil) bonds (the values of bond length alternations, or will be discussed
in chapter 5)_ as obtained in the AMl and MNDO calculations (see Table. 4.7). Our
first observation is that the presence of the cyano group distorts the thiophene rings in
such a way that the inner bonds such C,,-Cp become longer than outer bonds of the type
C",-Ca' by approximately 0.02 tt. At the same time, the inner bonds of the type C,,-C\
become shorter than the outer bonds of the type C",-C l by approximately 0.03 or 0.04
,t Similarly. the intra-cell distances are shorter than inter-cell distances. In general
the outer bonds (further fcom the crano group) are closer in value to the corresponding
bonds in their parent polymers (see Table. 4.7) than the inner bonds (closer to the cyano
group). In other words, the electron-withdrawing effects of the cyano group on the
structure of these compounds are localized to the central (inner) part of the monomer.
Bonds of the type Ca-C/J' remained relatively unaltered between the cyano substituted
and unsubstituted. compounds (C/J'Cp' slightly decreases in cyano derivatives, typically
less than 0.01 tt). Similar observations have been made by Toussaint et aI., [451 for
PCNTA and PCNCY.
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Ta.ble 4.6: Comparison of the fully optimized solid-state geometrical parameters (for
tetramers) of the poLymers as indicated in the mesomeric forms with one monomer/unit
cell. The bond distances are in A. The intra-ceIL distances in PT, PCY, PFv are same
as the inter-cell distances thus the snare is left blank in column six.
POLYMER DISTANCE ( ,
.- -, , .
~" ~ .' ", (A.I) ~?' ,= 1.(0(6 '''"' L...~ J>n ,-,~ 1,"2:1 ,,., L."'lS 13.:lT ~~, 3.781
PT(Qt) ~~O 1.'180 ,~, 1."811 ,= 13.58 lun US6
'C, .. "ROO 1..37~ :::- 1..31.. 1...5.3 12.9l$ ~.~ 3.910AML 1..371
''''
1...13 ".., -0.011
"'"PCY(QI) MNDO 1.478 ,~, IAn 1.M7 1t."'tI 0.119 2."$9
'M' t."60 ,~ 'AM ,= 11.07 0.11$ ,.-PF..(A.l) ~ t..313 ,.- 1..37'3 ,.~ 13.0li ~.~ :U117,~ L...69 1..370 1.4$3 L2.n ~.~ u"PF..(QI) ~INDO I."" ,.m I ...rr ,~ J1'" 0.12$ 2..$71
'M' ,.- ,= L,"8$ ,= LI.98 0.12:1 2.1&0.. ,.m 1....3$ L."19 1.....1- L.4$2 28."1 ~~ 3.763
'M' ,,., L."08 ,~ 1.....0 1."38 a~ ·o.o2ll 3.7'13PCNTH{Ql) NDO 1.-161-
""
,,~ ,= ,~ 2$.66 0.134 2..326
A.>,,\I
(A' 1..31'9 1.460 1.4tll 1.....1 I,"$~ 27.48 ~~ ...,.
.w, 1..379 1.444 1.437 ,,'" 1."23 27.19 ~= 4.97'5PCNCY(Ql) ~~?O 1.489 ,= '.~ ,~, ,.~ :Y.H9 0.139 ,~"1.(1'3 ,~. ,.." ,~,
,,"' ".., 0.1'13 2..371PCNF.. At ~~c 1..379 1,"41 1.416 1.«0 1."29 21.31:\ -0,043 ,~.,= 1...43 ,-, 1.(0(0 ,.- ,,~ ~."" ~
rCNF.,(Ql) MNDO 1.485 ,= 1..$15 ,= ,~ 2$.1l 0.148 2.10ll
AMI ,.- 1..355 1.51'1 ,~, ,= 24.53 0.146 2.140
6r IS average bond length alternatIOn. For PT, PCY, PFv It IS calculated as {(C",_o')-
(Co'_o)+(Co_,,) ·(C"_,,,))/2 [38,991 and [or cyano substituted ones 6r is ({C"'_d,j-
(Cd'_IJ)+(Co_"j- (C",-<>,)+(C",_o,)-(Ca,_~) +(Co;_";)·C"''i_",,j!4.
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Table 4.7: Comparison of the fully optimized solid-state geometrical parameters (for
tetramers) of the polymers as indicated in their two mesomeric forms with two
monomers/unit cell, The boad distances are in A, The blank spaces in column three
indicate that a'-! and I-a (in column four) distances are the same in PT, PCY and
prv. Also since the intra-cell distances in PT, PCY and PFv are samea.s the in.ter-cell
d' h I ft blank' I . h
or IS average bon.d length alternation. For PT, PCY, PFv Lt IS calculated &S ({C,,'_iJ )
(CJl'_Jl)+ (CJl_,,)-(C,,_o,))/2 [38,991 and for cyano substituted ones or is (C"'_iJ,j-
(C,,_,)+(C'_o) -(Co_,)+(C,,_,,)-(C,,_,,) +(C~_.,HC.,_•. ))!4.
Lstances t e space IS , - In co umn eLg t.
POLYMER 0_' ~~ANC:~
,
., ,~
""...,." r."er-<>oU .,
PT(A:lI) MNOD ,.~ ,~ L...~I ,~ 1.~~7 L5.520 -0.055
AM' ,.~ ,~ 1...17 ,~ L5.:lI91 -0.026
PT(Q:lI) MNoo t.70S 1.476 ,-", 1.~76 ,= 15.:lI21 0.Ll7
Alooll 1.:"19 \.0159 ,~ L.~59 ,~, 15.I:t3 O.LlO
PC'(A2 ~~~o 1.$32 !.3'~ ,.- L.3'~ L.~n 15.162 -O.OIS$
"n I.HO L.371 L.~24 \4.ll67 -0.0':"0
PCY(Q2) 1ooiNOO ,.~ 1...79 ,-", 1.479 ,= 14.94.7 0.120
AMI L.SIl ,.y ,-", L.4l1S
"." ,,- 0.\19
..(A2 L.52~ ". L.~S5 L.3't6 I.~n 15.SOO _O.~
AM' ,.'"
""
I.~s-t L.3~ I.H2 15.207" _0.075
PF"(Q2J MNDO ,.n L.HII ,-", 1.4,7 1.376 15.27l\ 0.110
AM' ,... 1.4118 ,~ ,.- 1;!.S' 15.0U 0_ll3
'"
1.695 1.1\019 1.419 ,~, ,~ 1.447 ,,~, -0.0211
AMI I.lIS2 1.1127 1.43, \.oIOol 1.401 L~ 1.422 30.&1.9 ,.."
PCNTH{Q2) MNOO U"l3 1.670 1.001 ,-'" 1.48"1 ,= ,-'" 30.631 0.131
AMI I.ns 1.670 l.493 ,-", 1.460 ,-"" ,-'" 30.599 0.123
,C (A2J M 1.541 LMn 1.402 1.457 ,~ 1.446 \.0153 30.21$ -O.Otll
AM' 1.S24 1.~$7 1.412 1.442 ,.,., l ...a7 L.421 ~." -0.039
PCNCY(Q2) MNOO L~ 1...S9 ,... ,-'" L.-ltI9 ,~, ,-", 29.721 0.139
AM' 1.S20 ,.y 1..510 ,-", L.~<3 ,~, ,~, 29....11 0.101<1
.en " A2) ~~I '.n LAll3 1.«8 ,= ,,~, ,.~,... L.470 L.-lU 1.437 ,-", I.-lH 30.240 -0.039
PCNF"(Q2) MNOO l.S02 1.468 ,... ,-", 1.460 ,-", ,-", 30.168 0.135
AM' 1.519 L.4801 L_ ,= \.0190 ,= 1.376 29.790 0.\40
.-
Chapter 5
Electronic Structure Analysis
As was stated in the introduction the main goal of this research is to identity properties
and characteristics of CP's that would produce small band gaps. First we must deter-
mine which polymers have small band gaps which in turn means that we must study the
electronic structure of CP's. [n this work, CP's are treated as quasi one-dimensional
systems whooe electronic structure is studied using the molecular orbital theory and
solid-state concepts as discussed in chapter 3. It was determined in chapter 4 that the
.-\2 or Q2 conformation is the most stable one (relative to the Al or Ql conforma-
tion) for most of the poLymers studied. Thus in this chapter full quasi one-dimensional
band structure calculations are performed for planar, conjugated single poLymer chains
i.e. ones with unit ceUs that contain two monomers connected by an inter-ring bond.
The periodic boundary conditions (underlying the translational symmetry) are used to
generate the infinitely long chains. Further symmetry considerations dictate that the
inter-ring bond is not parallel to the chain axis direction [1001. Specifically, we note
that for our systems the primary center of symmetry is located at a ha.LC+way point on
the inter-cell bood located between monomers. (A center of symmetry, if there is one,
95
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Figure .5.21: Space group operations for the polymer in the (Inti (A2) orientation.
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is always at the center of gravity of a system.) Relative to this center of symmetry,
all of the two-monomer unit cells could be characterized by C21> point group symmetry
which consists of eight symmetry operations (E, C2(x), C2 (y), C,(z), i, IT(Yz), q(zx),
IT(xy) [491) (refer Fig. 5.21) The full specification of the space group requires that in our
symmetry considerations we have also included non-primitive translational symmetry
elements such as screw axis. Polymers studied possess screw axis symmetry which are
rotations followed by a translations by a half of the unit cell vector.
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This chaptcr is organized into (oUowin~ sectioos; in section 5.1 thc r;eocTal (cature!l of
thc ba..rad structure are described; in section 5.2 the valence and the conduction bands
are discussed in ueater det&ils; in section 5.3 the trends in IP. EA and E, are analyzed;
in section 5A the effects, u related to the presence of the donor/acceptor ~ups, on
the band structure are briefly commcnted on; in sa:tion 5.5 thc co~lations between
the electronic and geometric structures are l:tOinted out.
5.1 Electronic Band Structures - Gcneral Features
The results (or the a.ll·\-a.!ence electron, semiempirica.l, one-dimensional calculations
for polymers in thc aromatic or s-cis (A2) forms are sbown in Fig's. 5.22, 5.24. 5.26.
:),28. 5.30 and 5.32. Similarly ba..rad structures for the quinoid or s-trans (Q"l) forms
are shown in the Fir;'s. 5.23, 5.2.5. 5.2i, 5.29. 5.31 &ad 5.33. In all these figures,
thc energy is measured relative to vacuum (not to the Fermi energy levels which are
designated with dashed lines). From these diagrams it can be seen that tbe bands are
degencrate at the BZ boundaries which is due to the fact that the unit ceU consists of
two "identical" (at least u far u their chemical compositions is concerned) monomers.
Thus. it is sometimes useful to think of these two bands (that are degcnerate at the
zone) as being tlVO parts of one band [101] that would be have been produced if the
unit cell were taken to consist of one monomer. That is, two h&nds connected. at the
BZ boundary arise from the (olding o( the respective (Ionr;er) sinr;le band when the
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unit cell is doubled in size from one monomer to two monomers.
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The main features of band structure calculations are suuunarized in Table 5.8. Since
the semiempirical calculations are an all-valence electron approximation, only bands
produced by valence electrons (of the constituent atoms) are shown in the above band
structure figures. In addition, the Bloch functions for tbe valence electrons are con-
structed using Slater type minimal basis set. Thus, for PT pseudo one-dimensionaL
cluster solid-state calculations generated 24 filled bands and 20 empty bands (the num·
ber of unfilled bands is, of course, related to the size of the basis set, the bigger the
basis set. the larger the number of unfilled bands). A comparison of our band structure
of PT(A2) with the one obtained by Bredas et.al using non-empirical VEH calculations
[L021 jHustrates that they are very similar in structure. For PCY and PFv, the calcu-
lations produced 24 and 28 filled bands and 24 and 28 empty bands respectively. In
the case of PCY(A2) when we compare the II" bands with the one generated by Hong
et aL. [991 the topology of tne bands seemed to be similar.
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figure 5.22: Band structure of PT(A2) cluster of tetramer from AMI calculation.
Figure 5.23: Band structure of PT(Q2} cluster of tetramer from AMI calculation.
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Figure 5.24: Band structure of PCY(A2) cluster of octamer from AMI calculation.
1DIlf!]', .,
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Figure .5.25: Band structure of PCY(Q2j cluster of tetramer from AMI calculation.
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figure 5.26: Band structure of PFv(A2) duster of octamer (rom AMI calculiLtion.
iA A !,,,,,
.
Figure 5.27: BiLnd structure of PFv(Q2) duster of tetramer from AMl calcula.tion.
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figure ·5.28: Band structure of PCNTH(A2) cluster of octamer from AMI calcula.tion.
Figure 5.29: Band stnll::ture of PCNTH(Q2) cluster of tetramer from AM 1 calculation.
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fiV!re ·;.30: Band structure of PCNCY(A2) cluster of«tamer from AMi ukula.tioo.
Figure 5.31: Band structure of PCNCYCQ2) cluster of tetramer from AMI ca.Jculation.
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Figure 5.32: Band structure of PCNFv(A2) cluster of octamer from AMi caJculation.
F'igure 5.33: Band structure of PCNFv(Q2) cluster of tetramer from AMI calculation.
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figure 5.34: HOMO is for PT(A2).
HOMO of PCY(A2), PFv(A2) and
LUMO of PT(Q2), PCY(Q2j, PFv(Q2)
are similar.
Figure 5.35: HOMO is for PCNTH(A2).
HOMO of PCNCY(A2), PCNFv(A2) and
LUMO of PCNTH(Q2), PCNCY(Q2),
PCNFv(Q2) are similar.
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Figure 5.36: LUMO is for PT(A2).
LUMO of PCY(A2), PFv(A2) and
HOMO of PT(Q2), PCY(Q2), PFv(Q2)
are similar.
Figure 5.37: LUMO is for PCNTH(A2).
LUMO of PCNCY(A2), PCNFv(A2) and
HOMO of PCNTH(Q2), PCNCYCQ2),
PCNFv(Q2) are similar.
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Table 5.8; This table summarizes the band structure results Cor the polymers as indi-
ca.ted. The primitive unit cell of the direct Ia.ttice is a dimer conta.ining two monomers
in eith.er A2 or Q2 mesomeric form.
PT PCY PF.
C8 H4 52 ClO H8 Cl2 H8
# or valence electrons 48 48 56
per unit cell
# oC fiUed bancb 24 24 28
# of unfilled bands 20 24 28
Total # or bands 44 48 56
PCNTH PCNCY PCNFv
<;-24 H454 N4 C24 H12 N4 C32 H12 N4
# of valence electroos 144 1.... 160
per unit cell
# or filled bands 72 72 SO
# of unfilled bands 60 72 SO
Total # of bands 132 144 160
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The number of valence electrons increases significantly in th.e cyano substituted com-
pounds hence, of course, the number of bands also increases (see Table 5.8). Another
way of looking at this increase is to note that if there were no cyaoo group present
in the unit cell we would have four monomers per unit cell (instead of two as in the
parent polymers) which means that single bands that could have heen obtained for one
monomer per unit cell would have to be folded four times in order to account for the
fact that the first BZ must correspondingly be decreased in size by a factor of four. This
fourfold (instead of twofold) folding of the bands for the cyano compounds causes the
bands to become flatter relative to the ones for unsubstituted polymers. This flattening
of bands has also been observed by Bredas et al., for other low band gap polymers (that
used emaraldine base [103]) who found that as the number of monomers per unit cell
increases the corresponding bands become flatter. As shown in Table 5.8 in PCNTH.
we have found 72 occupied and 60 unoccupied bands, in PCNCY, we have obtained 72
occupied and 72 unoccupied bands and in PCNFv we have found 80 occupied and 80
unoccupied bands.
5.2 Valence and Conduction Bands
As mentioned in the introduction, 'If. electrons are important in defining the conduct-
ing properties of CP's. The hands formed by 'Ir orbitals are called 'Ir bands. The 'Ir
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bands .ue identified in the process that involves extractin8: the chuter orbitals' ex-
pansion coefficients and phases at the k-points (k=O or- k=;) r;enerated Wlin8: solid
stale calculation. This process clearly identifies the pu.re r bands and the hybrid (r
with u) bands. FoUowinr; this procedure we found that, for all the polymers in any of
~he mesomeric forms, the valence (the highest occupied) and conduction (the towest
unoccupied) bands are if. bands and that they have almost identical shapes. Similar
r~ult has been found by [381 for PT, PCY, PFv polymers and by [104, 'IS, 461 for
PCNCY, PCNTH polymers. There are five doubly folded r. bands in PT. PCY and
PFv of which three are occupied and two are unoccupied. In the crano substituted
polymen. there are eight doubly folded r~ bands of which five are occupied and three
are unoccupied. The topology of the r; bands in PCNTH, PCNCY, PCNFv differs
from the ones in unsuNtitutcd systems. As slated above, bea.use of the larger nlllllber
of the effective monomer units in the unit celllr; bands.ue nanower (flaJ.ter) in the
cyano substituted systems.
By e:<amining the r, bands in.-\2 structures, we note that the valence and conduction
bands are formed from the orbitals whose symmetries are bg and au. That is they
arc formed from bonding and antibonding orbital combinations respectively. Also, in
most of these sytems. there is a second It. band that is fiat and lies just below the
valence band. The Battening corresponds to the states that have almost no overlap
with the orbitals corresponding to the C.. and C.., atoms. This band is present in all
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polymers since the monomers are linked by the bond formed between the Co and Co-
c&rbon atoms. The th..ird 11'". band is lower than the other two. In Q"2 structures valence
a.nd conduction bands are formed from the 4U and bg combinations respectively. The
spliHing of the doubly folded bands in Q2 structures is comparable to the one in A2
structures. The difference in overlapping of orbitals in the Q2 structures in comparison
to the corresponding overlapping in A2 structures causes the valence band to be raised
or lowered io eoer!}' relative to the same band in A2 structures.
In one-dimensional infinite systems, the behavior of Bloch eigenvalues (for the valence
and the conduction bands) at the zone centers (the r point) or at the boundaries (the
X points) are important in defining the primary physica.l ch&Iacteristics of the band
structures. For example. even though the band gaps spread out over a considerable
enefIY range, the threshold of absorption obsetved experimentally will often correspond
to the smallest enef!Y difference between the Mnce a.nd the conduction bands. Thus it
is USleful to study the Blo<:h functions that correspond to these two points t9ving the
smallest energy difference) on the valence a.nd conduction energy dispersion curves.
rig. 5.34 displays the Bloch function at the top edge of the nighest occupied state
which is often called HOMO (in a.naJogy to the molecular energy levels) and rig. 5.36
displays the Bloch function at the bottom edge of the conduction hand called the
LUMO. rig. 5.34- 5.37 are contour plots of Bloch orbitals which are cross-sections in
the planes of the chain backbones. The results of our calculations for HOMO and
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LUMO for PT(A2), PCY(A2), PFv(A2) are in agreement with (38, 99, 45J- In tb.is
mesomeric form, the main cootributioo. for the HOMO comes from the carbon along the
chain backbone (i_e. Co', C6', Cd and Cal and there is no contribution from bridging
atoms X~ (such as S or Cd at the 1 position. As a result, the hill:hest occupied band
is very similar to the highest occupied band for cis-PA. On the other hand, the LUMO
has some contributions from the X~ group for the A2 forms. The second highest 7r;
band in the valence region is stabilized, in contrast to the highest occupied band by a
relatively large contribution from the X" and a. low contribution from Ca and Ca, Jr:
electrons.
As pointed out abo~oe, the main difference betw~n aromatic or s-cis forms and quinoid
or s-trans forms comes from interchant;inll: the phase and the symmetry of tbe COtTe-
spondinll: orbitals. This can be clearly seen from fill:. 5.34 - 5.37 where it is shown tha.t
the HOMO and LUMO of the Q2 structures a.re exactly the LUMO and HOMO of
the :\.2 structures. That is. the HOMO of A2 in Fill:. 5.34 heromes the LUMO of Q2
and the LUMO of A2 in fig. 5.34 becomes the HOMO of Q2 form. Th.is interchanging
of the Bloch functions between the A2 and Q2 forms is seen in all of the polymers.
The Bloch functions of cyano substituted polymef3 are shown in fig. 5.35 and 5.37.
In agreement witb [45, 46, t04I the Bloch functions of crano substituted polymers for
the LUMO(A2) and HOMO(Q2) ha.ve large contributions from the cyane groUp!l (see
fill:. 5.37).
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Theoretical calculations, such as the Huckel calculations [44] a.nd VEH calculations
[45, 46] provide us with informations regarding the wave functions of the polymer
systems studied, however these calculations give different nodal characteristics £rom
the ones we have obtained. More recently, another theoretical study [104] obtained
nodal properties of the wave functions that agree with our calculations. In swnmary,
then. in spite of different calculation producing different orbital patterns all of the
calculations indicate that in A2 forms (or Q2 forms) there is no contribution from the
electron-accepting cyano groups Y,. and electron-donating bridging groups XJ for the
HOMO (or LUMOj. And. in the case of LUMO(A2) or HOMO(Q2), there is strong
contribution [rom the cyano and the bridging groups. Therefore the main difference
between the mesomeric forms must be in the bonding patterns since the number of
electrons and consequently the number of orbitals are the same in both [orms. This
different electron distribution ilio produces different band gaps [or these two forms.
5.3 Trends in !P, EA and Band Gaps
The ionization potential ([P), electron affinity (EA), energy gap (E.) and the band
width (aW) are quantities that are used to describe the intrinsic, electronic properties
of conducting polymers [103]. Not all o[ these quantities are independent. Forexample,
the values for a direct band gap, Eg , are obtained by subtracting EA Crom IP or
Eg = IP . EA [106, 107, 108]. This assignment is possible because the removing or
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Table 5.9: A comparison of values of IP. EA and E. (in units of eV) for A2 forms for
svstems as lodicated lO the table
PT pey PFv PCNTH PCNCY PCNFv
AMI IP 7.79 7.46 7.51 8.24 7.79 7.72
EA L36 l.26 L66 2.54- 2.68 2.94
E. 6.43 6.20 5.85 5.70 5.11 4.78
MNDO IP 8.08 i.64 7.57 8.50 8.07 7.91
EA L.60 1.19 1.41 2.77 2.55 2.62
E. 6.48 6.45 6.16 5.73 5.52 5.29
THEORY IP 4.69" 4.27 4.68 4.20" 3.93
EA 3.07" 3.086 3.64" 3.776
E. 1.62" Ll96 0.64.0: 0.56" 0.166
2.19" 0.871 3.78<
EXPT E. 2.1Q5' 0.80"
"Ref. [45](VEH cak).
6Ref. [46](VEH calc.).
<Ref. (L04](MNDO-AM1 calc.),
.IRef. [38j(Huckel cale-).
"Ref. [100j{VEH calc.),
IRef. (98](VEH calc.),
9ReL (105]
hReL [44]
adding of an electron from a state will not affect the equilibrium configuration of the
s),stem as explained by Koopman's theorem [109]. In turn, the values of IP and EA
are determined by taking the negative of the highest occupied and lowest unoccupied
Blocb function eigenvalues corresponding to k=O point of the valence and conduction
bands.
The values for IP, EA and £9 are given in Tables 5.9 5.11, 5.10 and 5.12 for the
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Table 5.10: A comparison of values of [p, EA and E, (in units of eV) for Al forms for
systems as iodieued in the t&ble.
PT PCY PFv PCNTH PCNCY PCNFv
AMI IP 9.16 7.46 8.80 9.14 1.79 1.92
EA 0.70 1.26 0.68 2.30 2.68 2.81
E. 8." 6.20 8.12 6.84 5.11 5.01
MNDO IP 8.67 1.64 8.73 9.07 8.07 8.15
EA 1.l1 1.19 0.59 2.50 2.55 2.51
E. 1.56 6.45 8.14 6.57 5.52 5.64
mesomeric forms and for AMI and MNDQ appro:umations. In Fig. 5.38 the band gaps
are compared between Al and A2 forms. This fi~ shows that Al forms bave larger
band gaps than A2 forms. Similarly QI forms have larger band gaps tban Q2 forms.
This is because A2 and Q2 forms are truly planar with the monomers alternating IA;tb
each othet'. This enhances tbe It. orbital overlap to the maximumenend. Therefore tbe
larger It, delocaliz.ation aloq the chain backbone in A2 and Q2 forms lowers the band
gap. In Ai and QI forms the It. orbital is overlapping over only few monomers due to
the rotation of one monomer with ~pect to another which occurs because of the steric
repulsions. Thus in Al and QI forms the uninterrupted It. el«.tron delocalization will
only occur over short distances. Thus once again, the remaining part of this subsection
will focus on the discussion of A2 and Q2 forms.
From tbe comparison witb experimentally determined data [1051. (44] (see Table 5.9)
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Table 5.11: A comparison of values of IP. EA and E, (in units ofeV) for Q2 forms fOt"
svstems u indicated in the t&ble.
PT PCY PFv PCNTH PCNCY peNFv
AMI IP 6.89 ;.57 7.57 7.20 8.37 8.27
EA 2.16 1.0.\ 1.25 3.07 2.30 2.49
E, 4.73 6.52 6.32 4.13 6.07 5.78
~INDO IP 7.50 7.76 7.49 8.0; 8.53 8.17
EA 1.94 l.01 1.12 2.69 2.19 2.27
E, 5.56 6.75 6.37 '-38 6.34 5.90
THEORY 'P 3.98- 4.34
EA 3.72" 2.87'
E, 0.26- L4~
1.8i"
4.90'"
1.80"
- Rd. 145] (VEH calc.),
- Ref. (46) (VEH calc.).
~ Ref. [981 (VEH calc.).
of Ref. (381 (Huckel calc.)
one can see that semiempirical values for E, differ by more tban 4 eV (by 4.3 eV in
PT(A2) and by 4.9 eV in PCNTH(A2)). This difference C&n be attributed to Dumber
of factors such as the fact that all calcuJations are performed for single chain.!. ne-
glecting inter chain interactions. errors in semiempirica.l par&meterization and the use
of Hartree.Fock approximation. Thus a direct comparison of the calculated values for
band gaps and ionization potentials with the corresponding experimental data exhibits
large errors. However, it is our conjecture (supported by tbe few cases when a direct
comparison is available) tbat these large errors are essentially system independent since
as stated above they are related to the particular methodolOS)' and approximations th&1
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Table 5.12: A comparison of values of lP, EA and Ef (in units of eV) foc Ql fonns for
systems as indicated in the table.
PT PCY PFv PCNTH PCNCY PCNFv
AMI IP 8.46 7.54 8.54 8.39
EA 1.56 0.76 2.28 2.38
E, 6.90 6.78 6.26 6.01
MNDO IP 7.55 8.54 7.65 8.17 8.67 8.18
EA 1.78 1.46 0.73 2.69 2.21 2.19
E, 5.78 7.08 6.92 5.49 6.46 5.99
are common to aU systems studied. It is for this reason that we postulate tbat wbile
the absolute values may not be accurate the trends observed in Tables .5.9 and S.Ll
will compare well with experimental results. That is, we expect that the results for the
trends will be more reliable than the absolute values and thus the main goal of this
work is not to discuss the absolute values for E, but to focus on their general trends.
rn Table .5.9. it is shown that the values for E, for the aromatic or s-cis form for PT.
pev and PFv are of similar magnitudes and there is a decrease of the order of I
eV between their values and those corresponding to the cyano compounds: PCNTH.
PCNCYand PCNFv (see also Fig. 5.39). The trend in this set of values for E, indicates
that peNFv would have the potential to have the lowest band gap amongst the systems
studied. Our trend is also in agreement with VEH calcula.tions tnat gave the following
~'alues for E,: i.62 eV for PT(A2) [451, 1.19 eV for PCY(A2) [461, 0.87 eV for PFv{A2)
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[98],0.56 eV for PCNTH(A2) [451 and 0.16 eV for PCNCY(A2) [46J.
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In Table 5.il, the corresponding values for IP, EA and Eg are shown for the Q2
form. These values exhibit number of trends. Pirst, the decrease in the band gap
values between the PT, pey and PFv and their corresponding cyano derivatives are
not as large as for the aromatic or s·cis form (they are of the order of 0.5 eV or
less instead of I eV). Second, while in the case of A2 form, the values of band gaps
decreased continuously from PT to PCNFv, this is not the case for Q2 fonn. There is
an increase in Eg of the order of2 eV (AMI) (or I eV (MNDO») between PT(Q2) and
PCY(Q2) (PCY(Q2) and PFv(Q2) have band gaps of similar values). Also. there is
an increase of the order of2 eV (AMI) (or I eV (MNDO)) betweeo PCNTH(Q2) and
PC'NCY(Q2) (PCNCY(Q2) and PCNFv(Q2) have band gaps of similar values). This is
clearly illustrated in Fig. 5.43. Similar trends have also been observed in previous VEH
calculatioos that determioed band gaps of 0.26 eV for PT(Q2), 1.4i eV for PCY(Q2)
and 1.80 eV for PFv(Q2) [98] which agree with our trends in general (io our calculations
Eg for PFv(Q2) is of comparable value to that of PCY(Q2). i.e., it is not larger).
The general trend of decreasing the values of the band gap for the cyano derivatives
is observed in both mesomeric forms. It is interesting to point out that the lowering
of the band gaps occurs for same reason in the two mesomeric forms. It is clear
from Fig. 5.39 that in both forms there are significant increases in the values for EA,
typically by more than l.0 eV for the cyano compounds. IP also increases in the
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figure .5.38: Comparison of energy gaps for the polymers in Al, A2, Ql and Q2 forms.
cyano compounds, however, this increase is greater in the the quinoid or s-trans forms,
thereby canceliog more effectively the concurrent increases in EA in the quinoid or
s-trans form. The oet effect is that, with the exceptioo of PT and PCNTH, the values
of £, for s-tra.n.s compounds are larger than for those in s-cis form. [n PT and PCNTH,
the actual values of EA and IP are increased and decreased respectively in the quinoid
form relative to the corresponding aromatic form values resulting in a large decrease
in Eg (by 1.6 eV in AMI and by 0.7 eV in MNDO calculation).
As given in fig. 5.40, if one were to relate these results to the stability of the compounds
as discussed above, we note that, in all cases, lower band gaps are obtained for the
less stable mesomeric form of the compounds. That is, PT(Q2) and PCNTH(Q2) have
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Figure 5.39: Band gaps E, plotted as (unctions of IP and EA for the polymers.
lower band gaps than PT(A2) and PCNTH(A:?) and PCY(A2), PFv(A2), PCNCY(A2),
and PCNFv(A:?) have lower band gaps than PCY(Q2l, PFv(Q2), PCNCY(Q2) and
PCNFv(Q2). This is may be due to the fact that electrons are more bound in the
valence state in the more stable conformation. In contrast to this conclusion, however,
we have found that polymers that are least stable in Al forms have larger band gaps
than in their A2 or Q2 fonns. This appears to be due to smaller (discontinuous) r
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Figure 5.40: Cornpansoa of stability vs energy gap.
electron deloc:::aJiutioo due to Donplanar geometry (see discussion abo~·e).
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Table 5.13: Values for [p, EA and Ell (in units of eV) for oligorners and polymers in
thejr most stable forma
PT(A2) PCY(Q2) PFv(Q2) PCNTH(A')) PCNCY(Q2) PCNFv(Q2)
fP' 7.89 7.25 T.l2 7.81 7.26 7.09
IP' 8.08 7.76 7.49 8.50 8.53 8.17
Ip· 7.79 7.57 7.57 8.24 8.37 8.27
EA" -2.27 ·3.28 -2.13 0..,\7 0.20 0.53
EA~ 1.60 LOI L12 2.77 2.19 2.27
EA" 1.=16 1.05 L25 2.54 2.30 2,49
E; 10.16 LO.53 9.25 7.34 7.06 6.57
>:: 6AS 6.75 6.37 5.73 6.34 5.90
E· 6.43 6.52 6.32 5.iO 6.07 5.7S
" Values for ohgomers (contalfilng two monomers) as obtamed from ab 1111110 calcula-
tions using 3-210* basis set.
6 Values for polymers (tetramers) as obtained from semiempirical MNDO scheme.
< Values for polymers (tetramers) as obtained from semiempirica.l AMI scheme.
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tt"A2rthItT bl P 14 Ea o. oergy gap 'IS c us er sIze 0 e po ymers 10 ooeo a. 100.
AMI MNDQ
Polymer Cluster HOMO LUMO E, HOMO LUMO E,
PT Dimer -7.85 -0.73 7.12 -8.34 -1.22 7.12
Tetramer -7.79 -1.36 6A3 -8.08 -1.60 6,48
Hexamer -7.78 -1.47 6.31 -8.05 ·1.66 6.39
Oda.mer -7_78 -1.49 6.29 -8.06 -1.67 6_39
PCY Dimer -7_77 -1.19 6.58 -7.92 -L.03 6.89
Tetra.mer -7,46 -1.26 6.20 -7.64 -U9 6A5
Hexa.mer -7_37 -1.29 6.08 -7.59 -1.21 6.38
Octamer -7.35 -1.29 6.06 -7.58 -1.21 6.37
PFv Dimer -8.12 ·l.61 6.51 -7.97 -1.28 6.69
Tetramer -7.51 -1.66 .'5.85 -7.57 -lAl 6.16
Hexa.mer -7,42 -1.69 .'5.73 -7.52 -1.42 6.10
Octa.mer -7.41 -L.67 .'5.74 -7.51 -l,42 6.09
PCNTH Dimer -8_20 -2_36 ·5.84 -8,46 -2.63 5.83
Tetra.mer -8.24 -2.54 .5.70 -8.50 -2.77 5.73
Hexa.mer
Octa.mer -8.U ·2.54 S.72 -8.52 -2.80 5.72
PCNCY Dimer -7.84 -2.56 .5.28 -8.04 -2.43 5.61
Tetra.mer -7.79 -2.68 5.11 -8.07 -2.55 5.53
Octamer -7.79 -2.68 ·5.11
PCNFv Dimer -7.78 -2_82 4.96 -7.88 -2.51 5.37
Tetra.mer -7.72 -2.94 4.79 -7.91 -2.62 5.28
Hexa.mer
Octa.mer -7.73 -2.91 4.81
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Table 5.15 Valence band width (aW) for the polymers studied.
POLYMER HOMO HOMO-l BW
PT(A2) -7.77S -9.419 1.641
PT(Q21 -7.534 -10.246 2.712
PCY(A2) -7.353 -10.675 3.320
PCY(Q21 -7.529 -(1.000 3.470
PPv(A2) ·7.405 -9.983 2.57S
PFv(Q2) -7.51S -10.349 2.831
PCNTH(A2) ·S.262 -9.532 1.270
PCNTH(Q2) -7.203 -9.453 2.250
PCNCYIA2) -7.793 -9.540 1.750
PCNCY(Q21 -S.399 ·9.674 1.275
PCNFv(A2) -7.727 -9.441 1.714.
PCNFv(Q2) -S.273 -9.567 1.294
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The values of E. corresponding to the most stable forms of the polymers are sum-
marized in Table 5.13. We note that the trend for the parent polymer!! is as follows:
PFv(Q2) has the lowest band gap in this group, followed by PT(A2) and PCY(Q2).
Since the experimental value for E. for PT{A2) is 2.1 eV, the above trend would in-
dicate that PFv(Q2) and PCY(Q2) would have, respectively, band gaps slightly lower
and slightly nigher than 2.1 eV. Similarly, for the cyano compounds, the trend for
the band gaps is as follows: PCNTH(A2) has the lowest energy gap, followed by PC-
:'-IFv(Q2), PCNCY{Q2). This trend would indicate that, since PCNTH{A2) bas an
experimental value for the band gap of 0.8 eV. then PCNFv(Q2) and PCNCY(Q2)
would have band gaps of the order of 1 eV with PCNFv(Q2) having slightly lower
band gap than PCNCY(Q2). Once again we note that inclusion of the cyano group
lowers the band gaps by approximately 1 eV and this is accomplished primarily by
<:orrespondingly increasing the values of EA more than the values of [Po
5.3.1 Ab Initio Oligomer Calculations
In order to test these trends with a higher level calculations, we nave carried out
molecular orbital calculations for short chain segments (dimers) for all of the stable
compounds. The results of the ab initio calculations are included in the Table 5.13.
Again we see a discontinuous jump in the values of Eg between the parent polymers and
their cyano derivatives. Within each subgroup the order for Eg is as fol1o~: PFv(Q2)
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has the lowest band gap, followed by PT( A2) and PCY(Q2) for the parent polymers and
PCNFv(Q2) has the lowest band gap, followed by PCNCY(Q2) and PCNTH(A2) for
t:yano t:ompounds. Thus, overall the semiempirical and ab initio calculations predict
similar trends for Eg for these compounds (witb small rearrangemeo.t for the crano
compounds). Within the accuracy of these calculations we can not predict whether
PCNFv(Q2) has a lower band gap than PCNTH(A2). We can only say that they will
be comparable in ,,'alue. Also. ab initio calculations dearly indicate that the LUMO
eigenvalue is highly stabilized (i.e. lowered in eIlergy ) upon addition of a cyano group
(thus increasing EA) whereas the HOMO eigen"'a1ue remain virtually the same as in
the unsubstituted compounds. mdicating once again, that the lowering of Eg for the
cyano compounds is primarily due to the increase in their values for EA.
5.3.2 Cluster Size vs Band Gap Size
In Table 5.14. values for £g are given for various duster sizes. [0 the previous chapter.
we showed that the heats of formation per monomer reaches a constant (bulk) values
as the duster size increases. The results in Table 5.14 show that band gap also levels
off as the cluster size increases. That is, there is a very little difference between the
band gaps obtained for octamer and tetramers. This confirms out previous conclusion
that the cluster size consisting of four monomeric units is long enough to study the
bulk electronic properties of the polymers.
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5.3.3 Band Widths
Low IP and la.rge EA togetbtt with Iarz:e valence and conduction band widths suuests
the possibility of obtaining, upon doping correspondingly with wea.k acceptors and
strong donors or stroD!: &eceptors and weak donors, & transition from semiconductor
to metallic sta.te in the organic polymers [110, 1111. Thus, we briefly examined the
valence band widths in the polymers studied.. The approximate values for band widths,
as determined from difference between the corresponding eigenvalues for tne HOMO
and the ODe less tb.an HOMO (HOMO-I) eigenfunctions, are shown in the Table 5.15.
pey has the largest band width of all the polymers. The next l&Q;esl band width
is in PFv. followed by PT. In comparison, the cya.oo substituted polymers has band
widdiS that are less than (approximately half the band widths) ones obtained for
parent poIymeo. Of &11 polymers. PCNTH(A2) has the lowest band width (1.25 eV).
The general trend obtained foc tbe ~ues 0{ band widtb in tbe polymers agrees with
tbe ones obtained in VEH calculations. However. it should be noted tha.t there is a
large disparity in the qualitative values for the band widtbs.
5.4 Presence or Donor and Acceptor Groups
From our calculations (refer to Fig. 5.39) it appears that PFv!ives tbe lowest band gap
[or the uDsubstituted polymers a.nd its derivative. peNFv, seems to give the lowest
band gap of 1.11 the polymers studied. What makes this polymer iL low ba.nd gap
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Figure 5..11: Effect of brid~ng &rOups X,J on the geometries and electronic properties
of s-cis PA and s-trans PA.
polymer? It is not easy to answer this question. From the theoretical perspective the
rollowing details may possibly give some answers. Bridging groups X J and Y.. playa
very important role in defining the geometric and electronic properties of the polymers.
Monomers in aromatic or s-cis (Al, A2) forms produce backbone skeletons of s-cis PA
and quinoid or s-trans (Qt. Q2) forms produce backbone skeletons of s-trans PA if
the brid~ng groups XJ were not present. First. we consider the effects of the bridgiul!j
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pups, X..:. in PT. PCY and PFv parent polymers a.nd then, the effects of cyano moiety
on geometric and dectronic properties are analyzed in PCNTH. PCNCY, PCNFv_
5.4.1 Effects or Electron-Donating (X..:l group
It is mentioned in our introduction trans or cis PA is a. conducting polymer. So what
will be the effect of attaching the proper donor substances X..: to bridge the carbons in
s-cis PA? This would lead to the formation of five membered rings where X..: could be
O. N-H. C, Si=H2. C=CH2 or CH2 or other similar group. In general, the inclusion
of X..: modifies the geometry of the backbone, for example it can cause the C..-C...
distance in s-eis PA to decrease (see Fig. 5..1L) [112. 38, 99, 101, 104) in order to
accommodate the bridpng groups X..: at the 1 position of the rinS. The HOMO wh.ich
is already antibouding bet~ the orbiLa.1s of these aCOm in the A2 (s-ci.s) form of PA
is raised due to further increased antibonding contribution (rom C.. and C..- atoms. U
the LUMO level remains unaffected this raising of ROMO eiseovalue would 10'A"er the
band gap. We consider tWO case: (a)if the X..: is a stronSly interactins group such u
S. N·H or 0 the interaction pushes the LUMO eigenvalue up in energy as well, thus
canceling the effect of the increased HOMO, the band gap may decrease but not by
as much of the LUMO remained unaffected; (b) if the X..: group is weakly interacting
group. the LUMQ eigenvalue is not affected strongly, the net result is a decreased ba.nd
gap. Similarly in s-trans PA, the introduction of the bridpng group leads to raising of
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r
Figure 5.42: a.) Schematic enerlY levels (or the benzenoid form of donor-acceptor poly-
me!fS. b) Sebe!matic ene!rgy Ie!ve!!s (or the quinoid form of donor-acceptor polymen. The
pseudo-lI'" orbitals or X4 are omittl!d. Figure! taken froID. A. K. B&k.bshi et aI., Synthetic
Metals 79, (1996), 115.
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the LUMO. U the HOMO level remained unaffected this would lead to an increase in
the band gap. Again we consider two cases: (a) if the X.l is strongly interacting it also
raise the HOMO causing the band gap to decrease; (b) if Xti is weakly interacting the
raising of the HOMO is not \'ery high hence overall the band gap will be increased.
Therefore, in either of the mesomeric forms, cases (b) are suitable for pey and prv
like polymers where the electrons interact only weakly with the polymer backbones.
Cases (al are more suitable for PT, PPY. PAni like polymers where the electrons of the
heteroatoms are highly diffused and strongly interacts with the polymer backbones.
5.4.2 Effects of Electron-Accepting (y..) group
As seen from the contour plots of eigenfunctions shown for substituted polymers from
lhe top of the valence and bottom of the conduction bands, in aromatic or s-cis (At, A2)
forms of lhe polymer the contribution of the eledron-withdrawinggroup, }-~, to HOMO
of the valence band is negligibly small. In the case of quinoid or 5-trans (Q2, QI) forms
the contribution of Y. group is negligibLy small to the LUMO of conduction band. On
the other hand, the electron-withdrawing group Y.., makes a significant contribution
to the LUMO of the conduction band in the case of aromatic or s-cis structures and
to the HOMO of the valence band in the case of quinoid or s-traus structures (see
Fig. 5.39). Therefore in the aromatic or !i-cis cyauo substituted polymers with a given
electron-donating group, X,j, the band gap is primarily determined by the strength of
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the bonding interactioo be~""een the LUMO of tbe conjugated skel~ conWning X"
only and the LUMO of tbe electron-withdrawing pup Yo. (see Fit;. 5.42). Similarly,
in the case of aromatic or s-cis structures, this band t;ap is lart;ely determin~ by the
interaction between the HOMO of the conjugated skeleton containing X" only and the
HOMO of the group y. only.
Since the LUMQ of the Y. group plays important role in defining the orbital symmetry,
the LUMO of the cyano substituted systems found to be highly stabilized (i.e. EA is
raised and the correspoodingenergy level is lowered) io PCNTH(A2), PCNCY(A2) and
PCNF\"(A~)mesomers. In these systems: PCNTH(A2), PCNCY(A2) and PCNFv(A2)
HOMO eigenvalues remain aJmost the same as those for the parent polymers. For
PCNTH(Q2j, PCNCY(Q2j. PCNFv(Q2), the HOMO ei~vaIuesare affected more by
the presence of }-;, by increasing IP or lowering the corteSpondin,; eigenvalues relative
to the A2 forms. In this case the LUMO is also affected by increasing EA and thus
lowering the LUMO eigen~ues. The net effect is that in both cases, the band ,;&ps
of cyano substituted systems are lower than those for the parent polymers. In some
Casel. X" or Y.. can be interchanged to obtain further r~uction in the band gap values.
5.5 Electronic-Geometric Structure Correlations
From the above discussion, we Dote that the~ is a close relationships between the
cyano substituted polymers and their parent polymers. In Table 4.7, 4.6 the geometric
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structure pacameten were siYen (see Chapter 4). l.n this section, we condate the
avent;e bond le~h alternation, or, &Ion&: the backbone with the size of tbe band lap.
We summarize tbe trend in fig. 5.43. for the puent polymers we note that for PT(A2),
PCY(A2) and Pfv(A2) tbe absolute value for Or increases as E, decreases whereas for
the quinoid or s-trans fonn E, decreases for PT with virtually no cbange in or. Thus,
for tbe quinoid or s-trans forms, a large decrealSe in Ef is strongly correlated with tbe
presence of the sulfur atom in PT.
Next we consider the cyano substituted systems. The trends in the average bond length
alternations as seen in fig. 5..13 indicate that the decrease in E, is accompanied by
charge delocaliution in PCNTR(A2) since or in PCNTH(A2) (0.002 ..\ is smaller than
or in PT{A2) (-0.03 A). In contrast, the or of PCNTH(Q2) (0.13 A) is Iaeger than
the 6r for its parcnt PT(Q2) (0.1I A). Thus indicatinl that the 10wet1nl of E, is DOW
accompanied by the greater charle localization_ The 6r in PCNCY(A2) is -{1.04 Aand
in PCNCY(Q2) is 0.14 Aindicating: that the decrease in E, in PCNCY relative to PCY
occurs when the electronic charge is less localized. in PCNCY(A2) than in PCY(A2)
and more localized in PCNCY(Q2) than in PCY(Q2). The same observa.tiol15 can be
made for PCNFv wb.icb. b.as or equal to -0.04 A for PCNFv(A2) iUld to 0.14 A for
PCNFv(Q2). Tb.e or for PCNFv(Q2) (0.14 il) is lar,;er than tb.e corresponding values
for tb.e mesomers of PT, PCY, PFv and peNTH with the exception of PCNCY(Q2).
It appears from the corresponding values for or that the attached vinylene group to
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Figure .'U3: Bond length alternation (or) plotted as a function of band gap (Eg ) for
the polymers (AMI data) as indicated for the two mesomeric forms. Tbe solid lines
are drawn only for the purpose of guiding the eyes.
PCNCY does oot significantly cbange the structure of PCNCY.
In summary, we note that while it was shown in section 5.3 that all cyano substituted
polymers displayed a. decrease in tbe band gaps relative to the corresponding values
for their parent polymers, the respective trend in their geometric structures are not
as straightforward. The structural analysis as summarized by the values of Or showed
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tbat the cyano derintives exhibited. an increased aromaticity due to chaq;e deloca1-
izatiOD in tbeir aromatic or :H:ill Cornu but a deerea.sed aromaticity in their quinoid or
s·trans forms (see Fill:' 5.43) wben E, is lowered. Tbese trends are mainly attributed
to electron-witbdrawin,; property of tbe cyano group. In PFv and PCNFv tbe riny-
lene group bas only a weak effect on the cbanging structures of PCY and PCNCY
correspondingly. However. the presence of this group improves the planarity of these
systems and thus increases the inter-duster distances resulting in decreased interac-
tions between the adjacent rings in the backbone (38, 991. The more planar structure
would favor the formation of the solid and films and may enhance the conductivity in
the directions other than alon~ tbe cbain.
Cbapter 6
Conclusions
\Ve summarize our geometric structure findings as follows:
• The quasi one-dimensional polymers studied can exist in two mesomeric forms
(aromatic or s-eis and quinoid or s-trans) that are produced as a result of lattice
distortions. The two forms are nondegenerate (i.e. often correspond to energies
that are widely different).
• Crystal packing and electronic energy associated with ll"-e1ectron conjugation
(that reduces strong steric repulsions) favor the appearance of coplanar con-
formations with monomers in anti orientation (A2, Q2 forms).
• With monomers in $yn orientation (AI, Ql forms), twisted conformations are
generated due to large steric interactions between them.
• Comparing Al and A2 structures reveal that both tbese structures are rather
dose in energy in some cases tbus introducing the possibility of tbermochromic
behavior for these polymers.
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• In general, tbe geometries are not sit;nifica.ntly altered. between Ai and A2 confor-
mations and between Qland Q2 conformations, tbat is similar bond alternation
patterns are present in tbe respective conformations.
• Tbe consideration of the beats of formation, H,. at tbe level of semiempirical
calcuJatioo.s, shows tbat tbe trend in the sUbility is such tbat most favor&ble
orientation preferred by the monomeric units in tbe polymer is Gnti (A2. Q2
forms) rather tban the syn (Al,QI forms).
• Tbe geometries and tbe heats of formation calculAted using AMi are considered
to be more reliable than the corresponding MNDO values.
\'ext. we summarize our electronic structure findings as follows:
• The coplanar confonnation maximizes the lI" orbital overlap.
• Our result fot band gap indicate that peNFv is a low band gap polymer similar
to PCNTH of the order of I eV for tbe more stable form (see Table. 5.13. Semiem-
pincal calculations overestimate the experimental values for E. by approximately
3.0-4.0eV.
• The average bond length alternation in PCNCY and PCNFv is increased (relative
to PCY and PFv) upon addition of cyano VQups resuJting in the moce quinoid-
like structures than it is observed in tbeir parent polymen_ This can be correlated
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witb a stron~ in8ucu.ce of cyan.o £tOUp5 on their LUMO ei~nvalues (EA 's) for
tbese compounds.
• Tbat is. in tbe cases of PCNCY and PCNFy. tbe band ~&ps decrease wben
PCNCY and PCNFv become more quinoid-like in comparison to tbeir parent
polymers. This is in contrast to tbe more "general" trend as sbown in Fig. 5.39
wbicb indicates tbat polymers witb more aromatic-like structures tend to bave
smaller intrinsic band ~aps_
• Interactions of different bridgin~ groups with the backbone often results in the
lowerin~ of the band ~aps. The st~h of these interactions. in tWll, deter-
mines by how much the band ~ap is lowered. For enmple, in the fulvene based
polymers. PFy and PCNFy, the vinylene group does DOt contribute sir;nificantly
to the lowering of the \'a1ue of E.. However it enhances the planarity to their
backbones.
• In her.eroatomic polymers, such as PT and PCNTH, the the lone pair electrons
on sulfur atoms contribute extra I" electrons (in contrast to the cubon atoms)
to the backbone 11" system [381 - thus enhancing their conducting properties.
• Upon studying the relationships between the geometric and electronic nature of
the planu polymers (A2, Q2 forms), it is observed that the less stable forms of
tbe polymers ha\'e lower band gaps than the more stable ones.
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• The IP, EA and band gaps of the polymers in (AI, A2, Ql, Q2 forms) calculated
using AMI are reliable than the values calculated U5ing MNDO.
• Ab initio, molecular invcstigi.tioo of oligomer confirms our semiempirica.l fiodinp.
The 3-21C" basis lIet appean to be sufficient for this comparison. More ab initio
c;Uculations are planned for the future studies.
• Overall. in the mOD.omers of the polymers studied, the cyano-group forms the
electron-accepting voup and the remaining structure of a given monomer forms
the e1ectroo-dona.tiog !TOUp.
• fig. 5.39 iUwtrates th&l the main role of the donor-acceptor pups in these
polymers is to increase EA and decrease If Y&lues and consequently to [ower
intrinsic band gaps.
Chapter T
Appendix A
1.1 Nomenclature Followed in Semi-Empirical Methods
From Eq. 2.25 it is dear tha~ the integrand of any molecular inte~al contains a certain
one or two electron operators .4 and the appropriate atomic orbitals, which may depend
on the local coordinate system. The natucal origin of coordinates for an atomic orbitals
is the nucleus of the correspondin! &lorn. [f"'. is one eJect.ron operator, a !eneral one
electron integral has the form
Tbe subscripts A, B, C refer to atomic centers and If, p subscripts to individual orbitals.
Depending on the coincidence of the origins of the various coordinate systems, the
integral is referred to as a one- (A=B=C), two-(A=B, B >F CiB=C, A ::F Bl, ~b.ree­
centre{A >F B; B >F C; C :F A) one-electron integnl. Of particularly importance are
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the £ollowing two-electron one- and two- centre integrals.
(P..tP..tIJl..tJlA) the one - centre Coulomb integral,
(Jl..tvAlp..tVA) the one-centre exchange integral,
(J'..tp..tlv..tvs) the two-centre Coulomb integral,
(PAvalpAvs) the two - centre exchange integral.
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